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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND KEY CONCLUSIONS
This study examines the challenges that arise at the le el of the trade policies of
Swit erland and its trading partners and for the broader multilateral trading system of
rules of origin in Free Trade Agreements (FTAs). ike an increasing number of other
countries, Swit erland has a large network of bilateral FTAs.
In the period since the creation of the World Trade Organi ation (WTO) in 199 ,
FTAs ha e proliferated as key instrument of trade liberali ation in the multilateral
trading system. More than 300 FTAs or Customs nions (C s) ha e been notified to
the WTO under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) (1947) and
GATT (1994) under the WTO of which more than 223 are in force as of March 2013.
Similarly 117 Economic Integration Agreements (EIAs) ha e been notified to the
General Agreement on Trade in Ser ices (GATS) under the WTO and are currently
in force. Such EIAs are linked with FTAs or C s. More than 90 of regional trade
agreements currently in force under GATT Article
I are FTAs.

Framework for Analysis
As with Customs nions, FTAs gi e rise to both trade creation gains and trade
di ersion costs. The analysis re iews the classic analysis of customs union theory in
terms of trade creation and trade di ersion and adapts this analysis to FTAs. The
analysis concludes that FTAs as with C s need to be assessed uantitati ely on a
case by case basis. The classic analysis of trade creation and trade di ersion is
extended to take account of different technologies, to incorporate economies of scale
and product differentiation, and to consider dynamic growth effects and inno ation as
well as consumption effects.
uantitati e analysis of the potential trade creation and trade di ersion effects of
modern C s and FTAs needs to be assessed in the context of Most Fa oured
Nation (MFN) trade regimes in the 21st century with 1 9 WTO members. In
particular, most economies ha e few significant non-tariff measures such as
uantitati e restrictions and for most members MFN tariffs are low with limited tariff
peaks. Some emerging markets who were longstanding members of the GATT still
retain relati ely restricti e trade and in estment regimes but this creates incenti e for
FTAs or plurilateral approaches among the rest. The o erall openness to trade and
in estment, and low MFN barriers in many countries, limits the scope for trade
di ersion from FTAs because preferences ha e modest impacts on trade flows. At
same time remo al of tariffs within FTAs enhances speciali ation in production of
goods and ser ices, stimulates producti ity growth, and fosters inno ation which in
turn increases the potential for trade creation. Furthermore the expansion of trade in
goods and ser ices from integration, and increased ease of in estment and mobility
of speciali ed personnel, cooperation on regulation and better protection of

intellectual property are growth promoting and foster impro ements in growth
performance which benefit both parties and non-parties.

Analysis of Rules of Origin and Overlapping FTAs
The policy purpose of rules of origin in FTAs is to limit trade deflection where trade
flows or production locations are shifted or deflected among countries to arbitrage
differences in the external trade barriers of FTA partners. In practice rules of origin
(RoO) in many FTAs tend to be more restricti e than necessary to limit trade or
production deflection. This outcome is due to caution by negotiators and
policymakers, due to protectionist pressures when the agreements are first
negotiated, and due to the passage of time as MFN barriers are reduced and as
more FTAs are negotiated. As a result of the tendency to restrictiveness of RoO
in their design, restrictiveness in their administration, and the administrative
challenges and costs for enterprises of complying with RoO, preference utili ation is
often lower than might be expected.
The most serious challenge of o erlapping FTAs is that the RoO usually only apply
to the respecti e bilateral FTAs and not to o erlapping FTAs. This is often referred to
as the hub and spokes or spaghetti bowl problem. The problem created by
o erlapping FTAs is that if three countries ha e three bilateral FTAs but no common
FTA then trade can mo e at reduced tariffs or duty free only between each bilateral
pair of countries for originating products . This significantly inhibits trade flows within
the one of the FTA partners who each ha e FTAs with each of the other partners.
As an illustration, under one bilateral FTA, a product such as an automobile could
ualify for duty free trade if sufficient components are manufactured and alue added
in assembly occurs between two partners but not if the supply chain of component
manufacture and assembly in ol es all three partners of separate bilateral FTAs. It
was to a oid this problem and to increase trade and in estment within the one that
the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) was negotiated as a trilateral
FTA to replace the Canada- S FTA. Howe er expansion of a bilateral FTA to
in ol e a third country as a full party is extremely rare. Instead the pattern of the last
decade has been proliferation of o erlapping FTAs.

Potential Role of Cross-Cumulation
One solution to the challenge of o erlapping bilateral FTAs is diagonal cumulation.
If rules of origin are identical in all the o erlapping agreements then diagonal
cumulation allows cumulation of originating content for any of the bilateral FTAs for
any of the other FTAs in the network. As a result trade can mo e more freely inside
the one of o erlapping FTAs and supply chains can be more flexible. The European
nion (E ) has initiated this approach initially for the Pan European Rules of Origin
which is now adapted to the Pan Euro-Med harmoni ed rules of origin. The
introduction of diagonal cumulation led to a substantial expansion of trade in the

network of E FTAs co ered by the Pan European rules of origin and now the Pan
Euro-Med rules of origin.
Cross-Cumulation is an inno ati e solution to the problem of o erlapping FTAs
where cumulation is permitted for o erlapping FTAs with different rules of origin.
Cross-Cumulation is analogous to diagonal cumulation in that originating content in
each of the partners can be cumulated within the one. Different forms of CrossCumulation are examined. The key ad antage of Cross-Cumulation is that if there is
some form of mutual recognition of different rules of origin in the respecti e bilateral
FTAs in order that trade can mo e more freely in the common one of o erlapping
FTAs without the challenges of negotiating common RoO or a common FTA.

Methodology
The methodology that was adopted was to use the INTraBID model framework and
database de eloped by the Inter-American De elopment Bank to analy e the indirect
trade flows between Swit erland through trading with FTA partners who in turn trade
with other FTA or potential partners. This is the only a ailable data base and
modeling framework which allows the tracing of supply chains in this way. The
approach undertaken was case studies in selected industries.
We undertook the analysis for three regional ones. It must be stressed that these
are simply geographic regions at present, while Swit erland or the
European Free Trade Association (EFTA) has bilateral FTAs with some of the
partners and is in the process of negotiating with others, there are no applicable
regional trading arrangements for which the Swiss exports would ualify. Thus we
are examining the potential expansion of trade flows in these regions with the
completion of the network of FTAs and potential introduction of Cross-Cumulation.
The three ones which we examined were:


Western Hemisphere Americas (WH) comprising Canada, Chile, Columbia,
Mexico and Peru;



East Asia (EA) comprising China, orea and apan; and



Southeast Asia (SEA) comprising Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand
and ietnam.

Recogni ing the challenges of analysis of Cross-Cumulation which focuses on the
links between trade flows between partners in bilateral FTAs and the potential
exports of another partner which has an o erlapping FTA (in this case Swit erland),
the study follows a case study approach analy ing Swiss trade and potential trade
with these three regions in intermediate products for three sectors:


Pharmaceutical products (HS 30);



Measuring and precision instruments (HS 90); and



Machinery and boilers (HS 84).

Analysis of Case Studies
Analysis of the effects of potential introduction of Cross-Cumulation on both imports
to Swit erland and exports from Swit erland was conducted. Howe er, since
Swit erland has low MFN trade barriers in the industrial sector and since Swit erland
has many FTA trading partners (including the E ) the implications of CrossCumulation for imports are likely to be low in terms of economic impact although
there could be benefits in terms of greater certainty and flexibility for firms in sourcing
decisions. Although the benefits of Cross-Cumulation on Swiss imports are likely to
be modest they are likely to be positi e since the scope for trade di ersion is ery
limited.
The main economic impacts of Cross-Cumulation for Swit erland are likely to be
increased opportunities for exports of speciali ed intermediate products which ha e
the potential to be utili ed as inputs into production in the potential free trade ones.
The economic impacts of Cross-Cumulation are likely to be significant among the
FTA partners of Swit erland.
In all three sectors in all three regions there is e idence of significant potential for
expansion of Swiss exports of intermediate products to these FTAs partners if CrossCumulation could be introduced among the network of o erlapping FTAs.
Some key findings are:


Pharmaceutical Products: Global Swiss exports of input products for
Harmoni ed System (HS) 300490 (medicines in doses), amounted to more
than 0 billion o er three years or 16 billion per year. Intraregional trade in
this product group in the Western Hemisphere group amounted to
billion
per year and Swiss inputs amounted to about 6 0 million per year. Similarly
intraregional trade in these pharmaceutical products in South East Asia
amounted to 4billion per year and the exports of Swiss input products
amounted to about 200 million per year.



Measuring and Precision Instruments: At a global le el Swit erland exported
almost 20 billion of exports o er three years of products which are inputs into
the production of products in measuring and precision instruments (HS 90).
Intraregional trade in the Western Hemisphere group amounted to more than
8billion per annum but Swiss exports of intermediate products were about
0 million per year. Intraregional trade in East Asia in HS 90 amounted to
about 60 billion per year and in the case of Southeast Asia were about
4billion per year, yet Swiss exports of inputs to these products to these
regions were modest.



Machinery Boilers and Computers: Total global Swiss exports of intermediate
products for production of products of chapter 84(machinery, boilers, electrical
e uipment, and computers) exceeded 8 billion o er three years or more

than 26 billion per year. Intraregional trade in the Western Hemisphere group
in HS 84 amounted to about 29 billion per year yet Swiss exports on
intermediate products amounted to about 60 million per year. Intraregional
trade in HS 84 in East Asia exceeded 160 billion per year and Swiss exports
of intermediate products amounted to about 700 million. Intraregional trade
in HS 84 exceeded 37 billion per year in Southeast Asia and Swiss exports
of intermediate products to these countries amounted to 400 million per year.
In each of these regions and for each of the product groups analy ed there is
potential for expansion of Swiss exports of intermediate products to the region with
the completion of the network of FTAs and the introduction of Cross-Cumulation into
the network of FTAs.

Research Questions
What do we know about the economic implications of the heterogeneity of RoO? Is
the difference between diagonal and Cross‐Cumulation a formal issue (if the RoO of
concerned FTAs are sufficiently similar) or are there substantive effects on
preferential trade flows?
In some cases the technical differences in RoO among bilateral FTAs may ha e
little or no economic significance in the technical sense that harmoni ation of the
RoO would make little difference to the economic re uirements for compliance.
Hypothetically the implications for potential trade flows for Cross-Cumulation would be
similar as if diagonal cumulation were possible. In these cases Cross-Cumulation will
ha e economic effects which are similar to diagonal cumulation. et the possibility
for Cross-Cumulation to facilitate trade among o erlapping FTAs without meeting the
difficult re uirements for complete harmoni ation of RoO is ery significant. The
many technical challenges which can block harmoni ation of RoO will block
expanded trade flows which could occur with diagonal cumulation. Cross-Cumulation
will address this problem.
Two approaches to Cross-Cumulation are considered. The Full Cross-Cumulation
approach in ol es additional efforts to document origin under the rele ant bilateral
FTA which is applicable but originating content which is included in non-originating
products will be included. The alternati e Mutual Recognition approach to CrossCumulation is analogous to the mutual recognition approach to technical regulations
and standards where mutual recognition can be achie ed much more expeditiously
than full harmoni ation. In the case of the Mutual Recognition approach CrossCumulation could lead to combinations of RoO in different bilateral FTAs that are on
balance more liberal than would be the case with harmoni ed RoO. In such cases
this likely will be more beneficial to expansion of trade within the combined free trade
one e en if some originating content is not included in the administrati e
calculations.

What are the preconditions for FTA partners to successfully introduce Cross‐
Cumulation in their FTAS, with a view to use the concept as a building block towards
the multilateralization of trade?
For countries that are partners to FTAs under GATT Article
I , then if the duties
on inputs and outputs ha e been eliminated (or are ery low) for specific product
groupings then a flexible approach to implementation to Cross-Cumulation can be
followed. There is a tendency to elimination of peaks in external trade barriers in
countries which are members of FTAs. E en a modest degree of con ergence in
external MFN trade regimes and the elimination of internal trade barriers within the
FTA one reduces or can eliminate the incenti es for deflection of trade and
production within the one of the o erlapping FTAS.
This approach would in ol e setting some minimum standards for participation in
terms of:


A relati ely open MFN regime with limits on tariff peaks;



The constituent FTAs ha e been notified to the WTO under Article



There was effecti e and transparent customs administration;



There are agreed procedures for acceptance of origin certifications; and



The RoO meet some minimum technical re uirements.

I ,

It may be appropriate to negotiate limited exclusions from Cross-Cumulation for
sectors which retain high MFN trade barriers.
What are the trade creation and trade diversion effects of Cross‐Cumulation?
In general the creation of FTAs or Customs nions will ha e both trade creation and
trade di ersion effects. The framework for analysis considers different technology
assumptions including classical Ricardian analysis, neoclassical Heckscher-Ohlin
factor endowments with constant to returns to scale, and economies of scale with
differentiated products and product inno ation. In the classical and neoclassical
case, the effect of creating an FTA is likely to lead to the exit or diminution of the
higher cost industry in the FTA partner sub ect to trade di ersion leading o er time to
reduction of the external barriers mitigating the trade di ersion. In the cases of
economies of scale, product differentiation and product inno ation, the dynamic
benefits of trade liberali ation are likely to lead to restructuring of the high cost
industries and stimulating economic growth in the FTA one with external benefits for
third countries due to higher growth. Trade creation is likely to dominate among FTA
partners who expand the olume of intra-industry trade after creation of the FTA.
uantitati e analysis by Baier and Bergstrand (2007) concludes that FTAs expand
trade much more than pre ious studies based on gra ity models would conclude.
Magee (2007) finds that trade creation dominates trade di ersion for both FTAs and
C s, but that C s ha e greater impact on trade than FTAs.

The effect of implementing Cross-Cumulation within o erlapping bilateral FTAs is to
increase competition within the one which encourages sourcing from the lowest
cost sources within the one a oiding the artificial segmentation of trade with
bilateral RoO. Also increased competition within the one will stimulate speciali ation
in production and product inno ation. Thus, Cross-Cumulation will enhance the trade
creation effects of the initial o erlapping bilateral FTAs and is unlikely at the margin
to increase the degree of trade di ersion associated with the creation of the bilateral
FTAs.O erall Cross-Cumulation will reinforce the trade creating benefits of the
bilateral FTAs which benefits Swit erland, FTA partners and third countries. The
benefits will be enhanced as more bilateral FTAs are included in the CrossCumulation one.
From an economic perspective, which combinations of actual and/or potential FTA
partners would seem to be promising candidates for implementing Cross‐
Cumulation?
The choice of potential partners needs to balance the potential feasibility and
willingness of the partners to deepen the network of FTAs and the economic
potential. Clearly in one or more regions Cross-Cumulation could be initiated with a
few partners with the hope that others would find the approach useful and seek to
deepen the FTA network subse uently.
The Western Hemisphere grouping in ol ing Canada, Colombia, Chile, Mexico, and
Peru has good feasibility since there is a well-de eloped network of bilateral FTAs
and some of the partners are exploring Cross-Cumulation. There is also significant
economic potential to expand Swiss exports of speciali ed inputs in the
pharmaceutical sector.
The potential East Asian group (China, apan and orea) and Southeast Asian
ones (Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore and ietnam)present significant
opportunities both because the regions ha e been characteri ed by high growth
(East Asia due to the growth of China) and the network of FTAs is expanding in both
regions.
What are the effects of Cross‐Cumulation in terms of costs and benefits at the firm‐
level?
The effects of implementing Cross-Cumulation in part, or all, of the Swiss EFTA
network of FTAs in terms of benefits and costs at the firm le el include se eral
different potential results.
First, the streamlining and restructuring of supply chains at the margin could
enhance the competiti eness of Swiss production of final goods benefiting Swiss
consumers or enhancing exports through some lowering of cumulati e input costs.
Set against this potential benefit of Cross-Cumulation is the cost for enterprises to
administer and document Cross-Cumulation for input products.

Second, the benefits of Cross-Cumulation among groups of FTAs could enhance the
market share of some export products in the markets of FTA partners as well as in
third countries. Increased potential for export of speciali ed and inno ati e
intermediate products is an important source of potential benefits for Swiss
enterprises including SMEs. With a series of bilateral FTAS, at present the rules of
origin constrain the export of intermediate products to be used in production of
downstream products incorporating the inputs.
Third, introduction of Cross-Cumulation could enhance the prospects for Swiss
exports of complementary goods and ser ices such as capital goods, intellectual
property or management ser ices. Impro ing the business climate for di isional or
head office head uarters ser ices based in Swit erland is an important potential
benefit.
Fourth, the benefits of Cross-Cumulation may be to enhance the interest of potential
FTA partners to oin a network of FTAs with Swit erland. This could ha e benefits for
Swit erland, and Swiss-based MNEs either through enhanced opportunities for trade
or more especially for enhanced in estment opportunities, for expansion of trade in
ser ices including intra-enterprise mo ement of personnel and better protection of
intellectual property.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Overview and Context

It is more than two decades since China, the former So iet bloc, India and other
emerging markets began to integrate rapidly into the global economy and integration
among de eloped economies intensified through se eral different interacting
processes;


nilateral liberali ation of highly restricti e trade and in estment regimes in
economies such as China, India and the former So iet bloc;



The negotiation and completion of the ruguay Round and the dynamics of
economic integration under the World Trade Organi ation (WTO);



The rapid march of technology in transport and information, communications
and telecommunications technologies which is reducing natural barriers to
trade in goods and ser ices and to in estment;



The increasingly global spread of foreign direct in estment;



The accession of more than thirty economies to the WTO including China and
Russia1; and



The negotiation and deepening of regional integration agreements among
de eloped countries (including European nion (E ) enlargement), among
emerging economies such the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, and
among groups of de eloped and emerging economies including the creation
of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).

All these factors interacted to lead to rapid expansion of global trade o er the period
1991-2011.2 Supply chains now reach around the world, as becomes e ident when
a tsunami in apan or floods in Thailand disrupt production of automobiles,
computers, or mobile de ices on a global basis.
The implementation of the ruguay Round under the WTO; the accession of 30
countries including China, ietnam, and much of the Former So iet nion (now
including Russia); and fuller participation of de eloping countries in the WTO ha e
resulted in significant liberali ation of trade in goods and ser ices.
The
implementation of WTO obligations and commitments and the accession of new
members to WTO ha e had significant economic effects, but the difficulties in
bringing the Doha negotiation to a conclusion has pro ed an obstacle to further
multilateral liberali ation.

1

The number of completed accessions to the WTO increased from 30 to 32 with the accession of
aos and Ta ikistan in October 2012 see www.wto.org.
The impact of the cyclical contraction in world trade during the global financial crisis and the
subse uent rebound illustrates the significance of the boom in world trade o er two decades.
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Since the early 1990s there has been rapid expansion and proliferation of Regional
Trade Agreements (RTAs) most of which are Free Trade Agreements (FTAs)3. There
is much debate about whether regional liberali ation is complementary to, or
corrosi e for, to the multilateral trading system. (See Bhagwati (2008), Baldwin
(2011), ipsey and Smith (2011) and WTO (2011)). Indeed the expansion and
proliferation of FTAs is one of the most prominent features, if not the most prominent
feature, of the last decade in the multilateral trading system.
We do not address all aspects of this wider debate in this study, but the economic
effects of Rules of Origin in Free Trade Areas (FTAs) are a key set of issues in this
wider debate. This study does examine the issues including the economic welfare
effects that are related to Rules of Origin (RoO) in Free Trade Areas (FTAs) and
considers the potential implications of new approaches in ol ing Cross-Cumulation
of Rules of Origin to link FTAs. Cross-Cumulation has been proposed as possible
means to link o erlapping FTAs and to o ercome some of the constraints on supply
chains of the proliferation of bilateral FTAs with separate rules of origin which ha e
been referred to as a spaghetti bowl or hub and spokes .
The purpose of this Study is to obtain an analysis of the potential economic impacts
of Cross-Cumulation, analytically and theoretically as well as empirically. The
analysis aims at identifying preconditions and outlining an economic framework that
would allow Swit erland s policy makers to make an informed decision whether or
not to engage with specific FTA partners, or groups of partners, in order to introduce
Cross-Cumulation. More generally the study considers the broader implications of
multilaterali ing Cross-Cumulation.
The successi e wa es of regional integration initiati es create both opportunities and
challenges for Swit erland and other smaller high income or middle income
countries. Swit erland has the opportunity to negotiate a wider range of FTAs with
de eloped and emerging markets, while larger trading blocs such as the European
nion and the nited States are mo ing more deliberately in this process of regional
integration. Cross-Cumulation could help Swit erland to deepen trade relations with
existing FTA partner countries.
It is important to note that Cross-Cumulation focuses on the Rules of Origin for trade
in goods in FTAs, but modern FTAs usually also in ol e commitments on trade in
ser ices including mobility for technical and managerial personnel, on aspects of
in estment policies and in estor protection, on protection of intellectual property
rights and on approaches to regulatory measures. The potential linkage of benefits
from negotiating FTAs for trade in goods and from negotiating parallel agreements
for trade in ser ices, in estment, intellectual property rights and regulatory measures
that are WTO plus need to be considered in the assessment. Deeper integration on
ser ices, in estment, intellectual property rights, and temporary mobility for business
3

About 93 percent of the RTAs related to trade in goods ha e been Free Trade Areas (FTAs) see
section 2.1 below.
4

people as well as regulatory cooperation for Sanitary and Phytosanitary measures,
standards and technical regulations, domestic regulation for ser ices, and
competition policy which are becoming part of FTAs, can pro ide economic benefits
beyond trade in goods.
These potential welfare gains from expansion of trade in goods and ser ices and
from deeper economic integration are complementary. Introduction of CrossCumulation will ser e to deepen and to energi e the network of FTAs for trade in
goods. Greater cooperation in this area could reinforce cooperation on
complementary integration initiati es and processes.

1.2

Structure of the Report

The following is a brief summary of the structure of the report:


The Background and Concepts section pro ides an o er iew of key concepts;
re iews the recent de elopments in the trading system with RTAs, compares
Customs nions (C s) and Free Trade Agreements(FTAs); re iews and
adapts the economic welfare issues of the theory of customs unions to the
analysis of FTAs, discusses policy issues related to Rules of Origin; and
explores the potential role of Cross-Cumulation in linking Free Trade
Agreements (FTAs).



The Methodology chapter re iews the literature, identifies analytical and data
challenges, and suggests analytical approaches to measuring the potential
economic impacts of Cross-Cumulation.



The chapter of sectoral case studies examines potential implications of
introducing Cross-Cumulation to link groups of FTAs.



The key research uestions from the terms of reference are considered and
analy ed.



A range of issues related to potential implementation of Cross-Cumulation are
considered.



Analysis of potential partners and potential benefits and costs for Swit erland.
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2 BACKGROUND AND KEY CONCEPTS
In this introductory section we present key concepts and pro ide some institutional
and policy context. First, we re iew of the recent de elopments in the trading system
with respect to RTAs in the trading system. Second, the similarities and differences
between Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) and Customs nions (C s) and the
economic welfare issues related to Regional Trade Agreements are re iewed. Third
the policy issues related to Rules of Origin (RoO) in FTAs are considered. Finally the
potential role of Cross-Cumulation in the RoO of different FTAs in linking FTAs is
explained and discussed.

2.1

Regional Trade Agreements in the Trading System

Since the creation of the World Trade Organi ation (WTO) in 199 , Regional Trade
Agreements (RTAs) and other Preferential Trade Agreements (PTAs) ha e
proliferated. The surge in RTAs has continued unabated since the 1990s. As of 1
anuary 2012, some 11 notifications of RTAs (counting goods and ser ices
notifications separately) had been recei ed by the GATT WTO. Of these, 3 2 were
in force.4 Of the 3 2 in force, 308 RTAs were notified under Article
I of the GATT
1994; 36 under the Enabling Clause; and 108 under Article of the GATS. Not all
agreements are necessarily notified or there can be delays in the notification
process. Note that these data do not include unilateral preferential arrangements
under the General System of Preferences (GSP) for De eloping Countries and for
east De eloped Countries ( DCs) under the commitment in the Ministerial
Statement launching the Doha negotiations for duty free uota free access.
In this study we are focusing on issues related Rules of Origin and Cross-Cumulation
for trade in goods in FTAs negotiated and implemented under Article
I of the
GATT 1994. The WTO data indicate that of the RTAs notified under Article
I of
the GATT 1994 since 199 about 93 % ha e been FTAs and the balance ha e been
Customs nions.
Also we take note of other PTAs, primarily the Partial Scope Agreements (PSAs)
among partners or groups of de eloping countries which are notified under the
Enabling Clause. Most of these ha e been partial FTAs as well.
Thus it is apparent that the issue of o erlapping and multiple groups of FTAs which
we will discuss below is an important empirical aspect of the trading regime in the
second decade of the 21st century.
It is also useful to note the significance of the linkages between FTAs as notified to
the WTO under Article
I and separately notified as Economic Integration
Agreements (EIAs) notified under Article
of the General Agreement on Trade in
Ser ices (GATS). Due to the legal structure of the WTO, there are separate
notifications of agreements for trade in goods under GATT 1994 and for trade in
4

Website of the World Trade Organi ation: www.wto.org.
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ser ices under the GATS, but the agreements themsel es can and often do address
the full range of issues.
Please see the definitions below:

TYPES OF TRADE AGREEMENTS
Customs Union (CU): A regional agreement which removes internal tariffs on substantially all trade
and establishes a common external tariff in accordance with GATT Article XXIV.
Economic Integration Agreement (EIA): An agreement under Article V of the General agreement on
Trade in Services (GATS).
Free Trade Agreement (FTA): A regional agreement in which the members retain separate commercial
policies for trade with third countries but remove tariffs and other restrictions from substantially all
trade with their partners for products meeting the agreement’s rules of origin in accordance with
GATT Article XXIV.
Partial Scope Agreement (PSA): An agreement providing for reduction and/or elimination of duties on a
limited number of products and thus not in accord with Article XXIV. Partial scope agreements are
allowed under the GATT/WTO Enabling Clause but only for developing countries.
Preferential Trade Agreement (PTA): Other preferential trade agreements including PSAs, sectoral
agreements and other preferential agreements.
Regional Trade Agreement (RTA): An agreement under Article XXIV including FTAs and CUs.

The proliferation of FTAs and other PTAs creates a complex trading regime simply
because there are so many agreements with many o erlapping memberships. In the
early days of the GATT, regional arrangements were among small groups of
contiguous countries such as the Benelux customs union. et the Benelux customs
union foreshadowed the European Economic Community (EEC) and later the
European nion. Since the formation of the WTO in 199 , not only has the number
of such RTAs expanded, but many countries ha e initiated FTAs with countries in
regions, or e en continents, other than their own. For example, Singapore not only
has FTAs with the other members of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN), -- Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, aos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines,
Thailand, and ietnam --, but also with Australia, Chile, China, India, apan, ordan,
orea, New ealand, Peru, the nited States, and The European Free Trade
Association (EFTA). Although Singapore is exceptional, many countries ha e
entered into bilateral FTAs outside their own geographic region or continent.
Swit erland is also acti e in de eloping a network of FTAs. In addition to the Free
Trade Agreement with the European nion (E ) of 1972, Swit erland currently has a
network of 26 free trade agreements (FTAs) with 36 partners outside the E .
Swit erland normally concludes its FTAs together with its partners Norway, Iceland
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and iechtenstein, in the framework of the European Free Trade Association (EFTA).
Ne ertheless, Swit erland has the possibility to enter into FTAs outside the EFTA
framework as well, as it has been the case with apan and the Faroe Islands.

2.2

Trade Creation and Trade Diversion

Although there has been some discussion in the economic literature of the economic
welfare effects of trade creation and trade di ersion of FTAs, there is some
confusion in this discussion. Thus it is best to re iew the de elopment of this theory
which was originally focused on customs unions and to consider how to adapt this
analysis to FTAs. This analysis is necessary to analy e the welfare effects of RoO
and the potential effects of Cross-Cumulation in FTAs See ipsey (1960) for a
re iew of customs union theory and ipsey and Smith (2011) for analysis of FTAs.
To consider the economic effects of multilateral and regional trade agreements, we
need first to compare mutual tariff reductions that take place in either RTAs or
Multilateral Trade Agreements (MTAs) with unilateral tariff reductions ( TRs).
Wonnacott
Wonnacott (2011) critici e the widespread iew that unilateral tariff
reductions can accomplish e erything that can be accomplished by reciprocal tariff
reductions. Against this iew, they argue that the gains from being able to export
more are in addition to the gains from increasing imports of products that can be
obtained from abroad at a lower real cost than they can be produced at home. These
enhanced export gains arise from at least two important sources.
The first is changes in the term of trade. E en a small county trading at fixed
international prices in foreign markets suffers a reduction in its terms of trade when
others le y a tariff on one of its products. This is because the foreign tariff forces the
export price down by the amount of the tariff in order to sell in the foreign market at
the gi en foreign price. This transfers some the gains from trade to the country
le ying the tariff. Thus, a reduction in the foreign tariff transfers some of these gains
back to the producing country, e en if its exports remain unchanged.
The second is the ability to exploit economies of scale in arious lines of production
of a differentiated product about which we ha e much more to say later. The
implication is that e en small economies can obtain terms of trade gains from
remo al of foreign tariffs. Some interpret this as pro iding a rationale for optimum or
strategic trade policies but this interpretation misunderstands the economic
interests of the economies. This issue is explored in more detail below.
We will extend this classic analysis in arious ways including consideration of
different technology and cost structures, consumption effects, general e uilibrium
effects, and inno ation and growth.

In their article, the Wonnacotts (2011) refer to these as Reciprocal Tariff Reductions (RTR),
Multilateral Tariff Reductions ( MTR), and nilateral Tariff Reductions ( TR) respecti ely.
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2.2.1 Classic Analysis of Customs Unions and Implications for Free
Trade Areas
The classic customs union theory of iner (19 0) and Meade (19 ) assumed
Ricardian technology with fully constant costs leading to perfectly elastic supply
cur es of standardi ed commodities produced under conditions of perfect
competition with labour as the ariable input, hereinafter called the Ricardian case .
(See ipsey (1960) for a re iew of this theory). The analysis then focussed on the
welfare effects of the trade creation and trade di ersion that accompany the shifts in
production caused by the formation of a C . In the classic iner (19 0) analysis
trade creation was the result of shifts from higher cost production to lower production
sources and trade diversion was the shift from lower cost production to higher cost
production. The analysis also applies, with necessary ad ustments, to free trade
areas as will be examined below.
Before turning to the analysis of the welfare analysis of FTAs, there are additional
sources of gains from trade and associated potential welfare gains from trade
creation or potential losses from trade di ersion.
In addition to the effects of these reallocations of production are effects both from
possible changes in partners terms of trade analysed by the Wonnacotts (2011) and
discussed below and the reallocation of consumption analysed by ipsey and
ancaster (19 7: Section , A problem in the theory of customs unions ) who used
these effects as an illustration of the general theory of second best. Earlier ipsey
(19 7a, 19 7b) had shown that the reallocation of consumption following a
preferential remo al of some tariffs can sometimes bring sufficient gain to outweigh
the harmful effects of some significant amount of trade di ersion. ipsey (1970: 9799) also showed that although these effects can be either fa ourable or
unfa ourable, they were more likely to be fa ourable the higher the proportion of
total foreign trade that was done with the country s union partners prior to formation
of the customs union (not surprising) and the higher the ratio of domestic trade to
imports from non-partner countries, the olume of trade with partners being irrele ant
ceteris paribus (perhaps a surprising result).6 Nonetheless, consumption effects are
often ignored in the e aluation of trade policies. This may be because producers
ha e more concentrated interests than consumers or ust that production effects are
more isible and easier to calculate than consumption effects.
The classical analysis considered by ipsey (1960) examined production effects from
the perspecti e of the Ricardian case of constant returns to scale with labour being
the only input following the classical approach.7Howe er, there are other technology
and market structures to consider.
6

ipsey isolated the consumption effect by studying the case in which a small country is speciali ed in
the production of a single commodity whose production is unchanged when a union is formed. In this
case, the union s only effect is to cause a reallocation of consumption when some tariffs are remo ed.
7
Ricardian technology has been widely used in analysis of trade policies going back to Ricardo.
Ricardian technology in ol es constant returns to scale with labor as the ariable input. Differences in
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One such case is the case with homogeneous commodities, constant returns to
scale and perfect competition where the aggregate supply cur e is upward sloping
due to a fixed factor or economy wide supply constraints.
Another alternati e is the case of product differentiation and economies of scale in
production, which gi e rise to either monopolistic competition or oligopolistic market
structures. Many product groups are characterised by this structure. This case will be
considered below in section 2.3.1, but we note that introduction of economies of
scale and imperfect competition increases the likelihood of trade creation exceeding
trade di ersion in regional integration. Product differentiation and scale economies
create the potential for pro-competiti e and scale effects from regional or multilateral
integration.
In addition, the differentiated products monopolistic competition framework suggests
potential additional gains from trade through inno ation and product e olution which
enhances economic growth and yields dynamic benefits not considered in a static
welfare analysis.
General e uilibrium effects may arise if the partners are large economies and the
initial trade barriers are high. For example the unilateral liberali ation of China, the
So iet nion and India at the beginning of the 1990s in ol ing more than half of the
world s population, which pre iously had minimal participation in world trade, likely
had general e uilibrium effects influencing relati e prices on a global basis. Howe er
this uni ue and historic set of e ents in ol ed unilateral liberali ation and did not
in ol e the creation of a customs union or a Free Trade Area. The expansion or
deepening of the network of FTAs by Swit erland, or e en broader linkage of FTAs
among WTO members, is unlikely to ha e general e uilibrium effects.

2.2.2 Comparison of Customs Unions and FTAs
Most of the literature on economic impacts of regional trade agreements has
traditionally focused on analy ing some of the economic effects of C s. We ha e
briefly re iewed this literature. How can this analysis be adapted to FTAs and in
particular the analysis of the effects of Rules of Origin in FTAs In general the
classic result of ipsey and ancaster (19 7) applies; we ha e the usual second best
result. In spite of all attempts to arri e a general result that one form of organi ation
is superior to another, the result depends on the context. C s are superior in some
initial specifications of costs, and pre and post RTA tariff rates, while FTAs are
superior with other specifications.
ltimately it is an empirical uestion and it is a uantitati e empirical uestion. et
the measurement of the potential gains and losses depends on a range of analytical
uestions.
technology among countries are then only source of gains from trade. One example would be
assembly of manufactured goods where capital can be rented or purchased. This model is styli ed but
it is useful to de elop basic results which can be elaborated or generali ed to a wider array of
technologies.
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et us turn now to rueger s analysis (1997a, 1997b, 1999a, 1999b) of FTAs. She
shows that in particular industries with a rule of origin with high content re uirements
in an FTA, a particular supplier industry in the low tariff partner can benefit from
protection in the partner country that has the higher tariff on the intermediate and the
final products.8 She considers the NAFTA cases of the textile and automobile
industry, both of which sell differentiated products with many different ariants. She
argues that the higher Canadian and Mexican tariffs relati e to those in the nited
States combined with the high content re uirements for incorporating North
American yarn and textiles into clothing in order to ualify for FTA tariff reductions
allowed upstream suppliers and final assemblers in the nited States to gain market
share in the partner countries at the expense of third country imports which is a case
of trade di ersion.
This is ust iner s analysis of the trade di ersion effects of a customs union
transferred to an FTA. In iner s analysis, the industry with the lowest costs in the
customs union will gain market share throughout the trading one and di ert trade
from lower cost third country suppliers who face the barrier of the common external
tariff (pro ided that country s costs are lower than the foreign cost plus the tariff). In
an FTA the lower cost industry within the FTA will also tend to gain market share in
the combined markets at the expense of third country suppliers because if the
industry fulfils the rules of origin it will benefit from tariff preferences especially in the
higher tariff partner(s) in the FTA. Howe er, this is a two edged sword. In so far as
the imports from the lower cost partner displace imports from e en lower cost
suppliers in the rest of the world, this is trade di ersion. But in so far is they displace
local production in the high cost partner, this is trade creation in accordance with the
classic analysis focusing on production effects.

2.2.3 Krueger’s Comparison of FTA and CUs
rueger does not share the ipsey- ancaster second best iew that there can be no
un ualified either or preference for one arrangement o er another; instead all real
world udgments must be context specific and depend upon relati e uantitati e
effects.9 Instead she argues:
“an FTA cannot lead to any more trade creation than can a customs union
and, when ROOs export any protection, an FTA leads to more trade
diversion than does a customs union. The proof is straightforward. All that
needs to be assumed
is that 1 the customs union adopts a common
tariff for each commodity at a le el somewhere between that pre ailing
pre-union in the higher-tariff country and the lower-tariff country, 2 that
the common external tariff be such that effective rates of protection are
not increased under customs union, 3 there is no water in either
8

The term restricti e rule of origin refers to a rule of origin with a high content re uirement for the final
product in the alue chain to ualify for FTA tariff treatment.
9
This second best message in considered in the modern context in ipsey (2007).
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country s tariff schedule, and 4 that cost cur es are either constant or
upward sloping.
rueger (1997b: 180) (emphasis added)
To examine rueger s claim we need to look carefully at her four assumptions.
Assumption 1 seems a reasonable one gi en the historical e idence from the
formation of customs unions and assumption 4 is not unduly restricti e at least in
terms that it is widely used in the literature. Howe er we do address this issue below.
et rueger s assumption 2 is a strong assumption that the hypothesi ed customs
union to which an FTA is being compared does not increase effecti e protection for
industries at different stages of the supply chain. In the iner case, the C must
increase the effecti e protection of the lower-tariff union partner, while the FTA does
not. In the more complex case of supply chains and differentiated products, the
creation of a C can lead to subtle changes in rates of effecti e protection for
different stages of production in the supply chain as compared with competition with
third-country producers. With between 10,000 and 20,000 tariff lines, which is typical
of most countries, the process of a eraging the external tariffs of partners forming a
customs union can easily increase effecti e protection at arious stages in
production in any, or indeed all, of the partners as compared with third countries,
depending on the details of the common tariff schedule created by the C . For
example, lowering input tariffs for an industrial acti ity will raise effecti e protection
relati e to third-country producers e en if the tariff on the output remains constant.
rueger acknowledges these possibilities but argues that non-members of the C in
the WTO would not accept any increases in effecti e protection when a customs
union is formed.
One wonders how easy it would be to disco er any increase in effecti e protection in
such cases and, if disco ered, what could be done about it. rueger assumes that
non-members of a C are ery cle er in understanding possible shifts in effecti e
protection affecting their exporting industries from the creation of the C and are
able to press their claims in the WTO effecti ely while simultaneously assuming the
opposite for non-members of an FTA. The latter are assumed often not to
understand possible shifts in effecti e protection in an FTA potentially affecting their
exporting industries and, when they do understand, to be unable to press their
potential claims in the WTO. rueger s assumed asymmetry in WTO re iew of C s
and FTAs is illogical.
In any case, the GATT WTO has ne er had ery effecti e disciplines on the
formation of RTAs under Article
I whether C s or FTAs. Non-members of a C
can re uest renegotiation of tariff and market access schedules in the GATT WTO if
they belie e that their export interests are affected ad ersely by the formation of a
C but these negotiations can drag on for years or e en decades. In the case of
C s, FTAs or PSAs formed under the Enabling Clause there are essentially no
obligations on de eloping-country WTO members.
It seems clear that either a C or an FTA can alter effecti e protection at different
stages of the supply chain, gi ing rise to both trade creation and trade di ersion. In a
12

C the details of creation of the common external tariff can ha e effects on the
pattern of effecti e protection against third-county producers and can influence the
potential for trade creation and trade di ersion. In an FTA, the original MFN tariffs
are retained but the remo al of the intra-FTA tariffs and the incenti e effects of RoO
can affect the pattern of effecti e protection against third-country producers causing
trade creation and trade di ersion.
rueger s argument that C s are less likely to cause trade di ersion and more likely
to be trade creating than FTAs is in alid. In general one cannot make conclusions
about trade creation and trade di ersion without analy ing the potential uantitati e
effects of the changes in the trade regime and the implications for trade flows. In
particular the magnitude of the tariff preferences created by the FTA is an important
consideration. Also the design and implementation of Rules of Origin may ha e
economic effects which are examined below.

2.2.4 How Significant are Trade Preferences?
One important factor influencing the relati e economic significance of trade creation
or trade di ersion in the case of either C s or FTAs is the relati e economic
significance of trade preferences. When iner, Meade and ipsey de eloped
customs union theory in the 19 0s, a erage tariffs among the small number of GATT
member countries were high, and many ma or economies retained uotas on imports
for balance of payments reasons as a legacy of the interwar economic problems and
the damage of the Second World War on trade and production. In such a world with
tariffs a eraging more than 0 with tariff peaks exceeding 100 and with uotas on
many import products, the scope for trade di ersion from regional trading
arrangements, whether FTAs or C s, was substantial.10
The multilateral trading regime of the world economy is
situation which pre ailed 60 or e en 0 years earlier.

astly different than the

The potential economic significance of trade preferences are examined in a recent
study by the WTO (2011). The study finds that in aggregate, 0 per cent of imports
by the 20 countries examined in the WTO s 2011 World Trade Report (excluding
intra-E trade) originate in countries with which some sort of preferential agreement
exists.11Only a third of that (16 per cent of all trade) is potentially preferential. There
are two reasons for this difference: first, o er one half of world trade is already
sub ect to ero MFN rates, implying that no preferences can be granted. For
example, 63 per cent of Singapore s imports originate in FTA or PTA partners, but
practically all of its imports enter under MFN ero duties. Second, preference
10
There were 23 founding members of the GATT in 1949 including China which soon withdrew due to
domestic circumstances. Only 13 countries participated in the Annecy Round of 19 0 and the range
of tariff concessions exchanged was limited. The import uotas were gradually dismantled under IMF
super ision, but the Bretton Woods System could only be considered to be operational after 19 9.
11
WTO (2011), World Trade Report 2011--The WTO and preferential trade agreements:
From co-existence to coherence Gene a.
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regimes often feature product exemptions, such that trade in these products still
occurs at MFN rates.
According to the analysis by the WTO, for some countries, the share of preferential
imports is relati ely high. For example the analysis in the report shows that 64 per
cent of intra-E trade, 48 per cent of Mexico s imports and 4 per cent of
Swit erland s imports are preferential or potentially preferential, specifically there is a
potential positi e preference margin, but these margins are mostly fairly small.12 Only
a small share of imports less than 2 per cent across all 20 countries (excluding
intra-E trade; the share amounts to 4 per cent if trade within the E is included) is
eligible for preferences where preference margins are 10 per cent or more. The main
exception is Mexico (1 .8 per cent of imports).
The fact that trade preferences are limited in most countries MFN trade regimes
and the fact that countries ha e preferential trade with a large number of partners
both tend to limit the scope for trade di ersion in the classic analysis with constant
costs of production. As is discussed in the next section the remo al of e en low MFN
tariffs in expanding networks of FTAs ha e the potential to generate trade creation
when the potential role of economies of scale, product differentiation and inno ation
are considered.

2.3

Gains from Trade, Production Networks and Deeper
Integration

The re iew of classical customs theory and the extension to FTAs has focused on
the analysis of the Ricardian or inerian case with constant returns to scale. This
analysis can be extended to different potential sources of gains from trade.

2.3.1 Potential Gains from Trade
Constant Costs
Much of the policy analysis of C s and FTAs has been based on constant costs of
production, comprising either the Ricardian case, where technology differences or
the Heckscher Ohlin case, where factor endowments such as natural resources or
abundant labor, are the primary sources of gains from trade while ignoring
consumption and terms of trade effects.
The introduction of economies of scale and product differentiation to which we now
turn has important further implications for the analysis of the welfare effects of both
RTAs and multilateral liberali ation. The potential role of economies of scale and
product (and ser ice) differentiation is more important for trade among high income
countries or upper middle income countries which produce a range of speciali ed
goods and ser ices. For example Swit erland is not an oil producer but does ha e a
12
Please note that we stress the potentially preferential aspect since as we discuss below, preference
margins are often not utili ed. We belie e our analysis is compatible with the discussion in the WTO
report.
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speciali ed industry engaged in the trading, transport and storage of petroleum
products on a global basis.

Differentiated Products and Economies of Scale
The theory of intra-industry trade was de eloped initially by Grubel and loyd (197 ),
who proposed it as an alternati e to factor endowments (Heckscher-Ohlin) or
inerian (Ricardian) types of theories emphasi ing inter-industry trade with constant
costs, identical technologies and fungible products. Based on their analysis of the
empirical e idence of trade and industry ad ustment from the creation of the
European Community in the 1960s, Grubel and loyd obser ed rapid growth in intraEC two-way trade in differentiated products leading to increased intra-industry
speciali ation and simultaneously less inter-industry shifts in output than some
obser ers had foreseen. Subse uently the empirical obser ations about the growth
of intra-industry trade with the EC or among de eloped countries led to a
consideration of monopolistic competition or oligopolistic industries characteri ed by
product differentiation. Thus firms competed by speciali ing in market segments or
niches in the whole EC market for the particular product range of brand they
produce.
The experience with European integration has led to a deepening of the theories of
economic integration. The introduction of imperfect competition and scale economies
has been linked to new models of international trade under imperfect competition,
drawing abundantly from industrial organi ation economics ( rugman 1980,
ancaster, 1980, Brander and Spencer 1984, Smith and enables 1988).
Introduction of differentiated products and monopolistic competition in international
trade led to an associated policy literature which is referred to as strategic trade and
industrial policies. An article by Brander and Spencer (1981) analy ed the potential
for import tariffs to extract monopoly rents from foreign producers of differentiated
products. This lead a debate about whether this profit-shifting analysis creates the
potential for proacti e strategic trade and industrial policies see rugman (1986).
There are se eral criticisms of this strategic trade and industrial policies. First,
go ernments are assumed to ha e significant knowledge of technology and market
structures and be able to correctly forecast the reaction of foreign firms.In practice
go ernments are unlikely to ha e the analytical capacity to determine the optimal
form of trade inter ention. Second the domestic political process may compromise
the go ernment s ability to apply such policies. Third, the tariffs should collect
re enues and rents from foreigners but the tariffs should not induce domestic
production which would be inefficient and yet is often the focus of trade policies.
Fourth e en if go ernments could accurately predict and implement profit shifting
tariffs these tariffs could be circum ented by inefficient branch plant assembly
operations which will impose economic costs. Fifth proponents of strategic tariffs
assume that foreign go ernments are passi e. If go ernments react there are
potential prisoners’ dilemma problems of mutual tariff wars and retaliation which
could be economically damaging.
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Indeed the debate about Strategic Trade and Industrial Policies pro ides a rationale
for reciprocal trade negotiations either multilaterally in the WTO or in bilateral or
regional negotiations of FTAs. The mutual and reciprocal reduction of tariffs is a
negotiating and contractual response to the game theoretic problem of the prisoners’
dilemma.
In particular the rationale for FTAs of eliminating tariffs ensures go ernments resist
the temptation to tax imports and a oid escalating trade wars and enable greater
competition within the trading one which will increase product di ersity and
stimulate inno ation. Romer (1987, 1990, 1994) de elops the analysis that
increasing economic integration can increase product speciali ation, stimulate
inno ation and permanently raise the economic growth rate. A complementary line
of analysis is Neo-Schumpeterian perspecti es emphasi ing differences in
technology and endogenous technologies (Romer 2004, Aghion and Howitt 1998,
ipsey, Carlaw and Beckar, 2006 and Aghion and Durlauf 2011). This creati e
destruction approach focuses on the links between competition and the introduction
of new products and technologies.

2.3.2 Linkages between Trade in Goods, Services, Intellectual
Property Rights and Investment
The welfare effects of FTAs are not limited to analysis of the increase in trade flows
or the increases in producti ity of good production that may occur. CrossCumulation could bring benefits in terms of increased trade flows, but there also
could be complementary ser ices and in estment flows and dynamic effects from
technology transfer and inno ation effects. Participating in an FTA network brings
broader economic growth and wealth effects beyond the static gains for increased
efficiency in production and consumption.
In either goods or ser ices industries, if in the integration one there are well
de eloped monopolistic competition or oligopolistic industries with differentiated
products or ser ices (or bundles thereof), then when barriers to trade and in estment
are remo ed the result is less of a flow response of shipping millions of tons of
fungible products through trade leading to large inter-industry shifts and instead the
result is much more complex in ol ing intra-industry ad ustments. There are potential
scale effects, product speciali ation effects, pro-competiti e pricing effects, and
induced direct in estment and inno ation effects occurring with less actual trade
effects. The increase in contestability becomes more important than the increased
actual trade flows.
There are significant potential benefits from liberali ation of trade in ser ices
including in estment. Markusen (1989) has analy ed gains from trade in ser ices
due to potential economies of scale in the pro ision of speciali ed producer ser ices.
Deardorff (2001) has analy ed the potential for economies of scale and
speciali ation in pro iding of producer ser ices to lead to externalities from
liberali ation of trade in ser ice in the form of expanded trade in goods. Thus
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liberali ation of trade in ser ices also has additional benefits of expanding trade in
goods, which are o er and abo e the arious sources of gains from expanded trade
in goods discussed in the pre ious section.

2.4

The Role of Rules of Origin in FTAs

Countries form free-trade areas with the ob ecti e of enhancing trade in goods
originating amongst themsel es. This is compatible with Article
I of the GATT
1994 under the WTO which permits the creation offree trade areas when the duties
and other restricti e regulations of commerce (except, where necessary, those
permitted under Articles I, II, III, I ,
and
) are eliminated on substantially
all the trade in products originating in such territories .13 Members of a FTA retain
control of their trade policies towards the rest of the world and ha e separate tariff
schedules and independent commercial policies for the trade with third countries. In
contrast in a customs union, the members ha e a common external tariff and a
common commercial policy.14
Within any free-trade area, duty-free trade is limited to goods originating within it.
Rules of origin therefore lie at the heart of e ery FTA. In their narrowest form they
could exclude goods containing any third country content. In practice, howe er,
FTAs often permit arying degrees of third country content le els. The policy and
administrati e uestions in ol e how much third country content is allowed and
under what conditions.

2.4.1 Purpose of Rules of Origin
The legal purpose of rules of origin is to determine which products are originating
and thus ualify for preferential tariff treatment under a specific FTA. One of the
economic and trade policy ob ecti es that is ser ed by rules of origin is to limit trade
deflection. If there were no rules of origin, then traders would arbitrage differences in
the external tariff structure in a Free Trade Agreement by redirecting trade in order to
obtain better market access.1 This is the simplest form of trade deflection, but
products can also be incorporated in other products and this can create deflections
in production or trade di ersion as there are incenti es to relocate production such
as final assembly due to discrepancies in the external trade regime due to
differences in the MFN trade regime of the FTA partners. This can lead to trade
di ersion as production is shifted to higher cost production in the trading one from
third countries. At the same time the shifts in production that occur as a result of the
remo al of tariff barriers in an FTA can be reallocation of production that is trade
creating as production is shifted to lower cost production within the one.

13

The uote is from Article
I 8(b) referring to FTAs in the GATT 1994. Almost identical language
is contained in Article
I 8(a) referring to customs unions.
14
The European nion represents a ery ad anced and integrated customs union with a common
commercial policy, but the E has FTAs with a number of partner countries or regional groupings.
1
Such acti ity is not costless since both transport costs and trading costs are likely to be in ol ed.
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The policy challenge of designing rules of origin is to minimi e the potential for trade
deflection or trade di ersion while facilitating trade creation.
Any FTA gi es preferential access to products originating in the partner country or
countries. If the partner has a ero duty on an important component such as for
example, woolen textile fabrics which are utili ed in the manufacturing of clothing
while the other member of the FTA has high tariffs on the import of woolen textiles,
then in the absence of rules of origin, there will be incenti e to trans-ship the fabric
through the partner country in order to ualify for the preferential tariff access. This is
referred to as trade deflection; a key trade policy ob ecti e of rules of origin is to limit
trade deflection where goods are simply rerouted to take ad antage of tariff
preferences. Such deflection of trade clearly does not in ol e originating products.
More complex is when the woolen fabric is imported into the partner country and
then cut and assembled into clothing in the partner country. This is considered to be
a deflection of production if the differences in the external tariff structures and
commercial policies of the FTA partners create significant incenti es for this
relocation of the production acti ity. (Suppose in this example, both partners had
high tariffs on woolen suits but one partner had ery low or ero tariffs on the woolen
imports while the other partner had high tariffs on the imported woolens.)
Some policy obser ations can be made. First low rules of origin re uirements are
usually sufficient to limit trade deflection. In the example abo e if one partner has a
20 percent tariff on imported woolen suits and the other partner has a 2 percent
tariff, then a modest re uirement such as the sewing (or gluing) of the suit (which
would translate into a low alue added re uirement) would suffice to limit trade
deflection.
More complex is the issue of deflection of production. In this case the crucial factor is
the combined effects of the differences in MFN tariffs on imported woolen cloth and
the tariffs on finished suits in terms of the differential effecti e protection for location
of production. Thus, deflection of production is likely to be a significant policy issue
only when nominal tariffs on the finished products are substantial and when there are
significant differences in the MFN tariffs of the partners on intermediate products
which are inputs into the product. Thus the policy ob ecti e of limiting deflections of
production could warrant a more restricti e RoO (as measured in a alue content
re uirement or e ui alent) if there are significant differences in the external tariff
structures of the partners. Note that there could be an economic welfare issue but a
more likely political economy factor influencing the policy debate will be
representations by industry lobbies in the country with higher input and final product
tariffs for more restricti e RoO in order to reduce the deflection of production.
There is extensi e literature suggesting that political economy considerations to limit
industrial ad ustment combined with rent seeking fre uently leads to more restricti e
ROO than is necessary to limit deflections of trade or production. Cadot et al (2011)
re iew this literature.
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One of the conclusions of the analysis by Cadot (2011) and others is that restricti e
rules of origin lead to lower utili ation rates of tariff preferences. Compliance with
rules of origin in ol es costs of ac uiring documentation about the location of
production and the origin of components and inputs. The more restricti e the rule in
terms of a higher alue added re uirement or in terms of the number of steps in the
production process than the compliance costs rise further. Indeed as more stages in
production become in ol ed e en within one economy then arious suppliers at
different stages in the supply chain need to produce documentation which they may
be unwilling or unable to do. The issue of experience with rules of origin is discussed
below.

2.4.2 Policy Considerations in Designing or Negotiating Rules of
Origin
Analy ing different approaches to rules of origin re uires consideration of the policy
ob ecti es being ser ed and the tradeoffs among ser ing these different ob ecti es.
One such ob ecti e is limiting trade deflection or limiting deflections of production
which may re uire a relati ely restricti e rule of origin with high content or multiple
stages of processing re uirements depending on the structure of the external trade
regimes of the FTA partners as was discussed abo e.16 Rules of origin which are
less restricti e (in terms of alue content or transformation re uirements) will
maximi e the expansion of trade and may increase the economic gains from a FTA.
et if rules of origin are set low in terms of content or processing re uirements then
the incenti e for trade deflection or deflections of production could increase if there
are significant differences in the external trade regimes of the partner countries.
The original Rules of Origin in the European Free Trade Association were in practice
relati ely liberal in a number of respects. The Rules of Origin in EFTA included a 0
percent alue content rule, which seems to be a fairly high content standard, but
Cur on (1974) notes that the restricti e effect was reduced by two factors. First
selected duty free input products were treated as originating. Second the content
was measured on the FOB sales price which included distribution and other costs
not included in an ex-factory price.
Some commentators ha e concluded that the E s earlier Pan-Euro-Med rules of
origin were among the most restricti e rules of origin.17 Howe er, this conclusion
o erlooks the role of cumulation in reducing the potential trade restricti e effects of
rules of origin in a large set of Free Trade Agreements such as in the Pan Euro Med.

16

We follow the terminology of Cur on-Price 1974.
Regarding the comparison of the restricti eness of rules of origin, refer to Este adeordal, Antoni
and ati Suominen (2004) Rules of Origin in FTAs in Europe and in the Americas: Issues and
Implications for the E -Mercosur Inter-Regional Association Agreement . INTA -ITD.
(http: www.iadb.org intal).
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Nonetheless the Euro Med rules pose a challenge for a small trading partner which
is negotiating an FTA with the European nion.18
As an example of a small economy, let us consider the example of Estonia which
was one of se eral countries which negotiated the bilateral Europe Agreements in
the 1990s. If the rule of origin for a specific manufactured product is set at 0 percent
alue-added re uirement then ery few manufactured products produced in Estonia
would ha e ualified under the FTA since the economy was small and the number of
ertically integrated industries was few. If cumulation on a bilateral basis is permitted
then Estonian manufacturers would ha e been more likely to ualify for reduced
duties only if components or inputs from the E were used in the production
process. The ad antage of the Pan European rules was that Estonian could source
components from partners in the Baltic States or from Central Europe as well as
from E sources and still ualify for the preferential tariff treatment.
The example of Estonia as a small economy shows that the effect of cumulation, in
this case diagonal cumulation, in a large trading one offsets to some extent the
difficulties that restricti e rules of origin pose for small open economies.
There are se eral analytical and policy aspects, some of which ha e offsetting
effects on or implications for the design of rules of origin.
First rules of origin in sectors such as textiles and clothing, where third country MFN
tariffs are higher on the final product and where there are some di ergences in tariff
structures is- - is third countries, ha e some need to be relati ely more strict in
order to limit the scope for deflections of trade or deflections of production due to
di ergences in the external tariff structure of the FTA members and the ariation in
effecti e rates of protection at different steps in the supply chain. Thus products
such as textile yarn or fabrics or automoti e parts might be imported duty free from
third counties because MFN duties are not applied to these products from these
partners. As a result of using the imported products as an input into production the
final product the result could be deflections of trade and production. It is not
uncommon to obser e restricti e rules of origin for textiles and apparel in the form
of high alue added percentage re uirements or re uirements that product is
processed from yarn to fabric to finished product in a processing re uirement (known
as a yarn forward rule of origin).
Second smaller economies are likely to propose rules of origin with lower content
re uirements. At least in some sectors, (depending on the structure of external tariffs
and the incenti es for deflection of trade or production), there is a rationale for lower
content re uirements for most FTAs, especially for smaller economies, than the Pan
Euro Med rules.
Third, since deflections of trade or production are more likely when MFN trade
barriers are higher for the final product and when there is more ariation in the
18
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See Este adeordal and Suominem ibid. and Smith et al, Sustainability Impact Assessment of the
orea FTA, www.eu-korea-sia.org.
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external trade regimes in terms of differences in the barriers to imported inputs it
follows that some flexibility in rules of origin is more appropriate for sectors where
there are lower MFN barriers and less dispersion in third country tariff structures. For
example, for sectors characteri ed by uniformly low or ero MFN barriers such as
Information and Communications Technology products, especially those co ered by
the International Technology Agreement in the WTO, the content re uirements for
products to be treated as originating products could be relaxed or remo ed entirely.
Fourth, Rules of Origin are also negotiated to reduce protectionist resistance to the
FTA. In industries such as textiles and apparel, more restricti e ROO may benefit
producers at a particular stage in the supply chain in one or more of the member
countries. There are undoubtedly a number of examples of this in different sectors
and different countries. Both rueger 1997(a,b) and Smith (1993) agree that Rules
of Origin in the North America Free Trade Agreement were made more restricti e to
respond to protectionist pressures. The broader issues of whether FTAs or Customs
nions are more trade di erting or creating were discussed abo e, but there is
considerable e idence to support the hypothesis that the ROO were made restricti e
to reduce competiti e pressures with the introduction of the NAFTA. Smith (2011)
argues that o er two decades considerable industry ad ustment has occurred and
there ha e been a number of administrati e measures introduced to reduce the
restricti eness of the ROO, but that rigidities in the structure of the NAFTA pro isions
and the lack of willingness of the three parties to reopen the Agreement has meant
that the ROO are now more restricti e than is considered appropriate by the
pre iously protectionist industry lobbies. RoO ha e been liberali ed but they are
especially rigid for textile and apparel are rigid changes and take years of effort to
achie e and considerable lobbying resources to achie e.
The key points are that the ROO are:


Important policy issues in the design of an FTA;



They are not simply technical measures to pre ent trade deflection;



ROO can be ery liberal if the MFN regimes of the partners are characteri ed
by few tariff peaks, a erage tariff rates are low, and if the tariff peaks are
highly correlated; and



The appropriate ROO changes o er time most often to a more liberal rule as
the industry restructures to meet international competition and as trade
policies e ol e to lower trade barriers either through multilateral reductions,
phasing in of FTA tariff reductions, and as other FTA partners are added.

2.4.3 Types of Rules of Origin
Rules of origin fall into two main categories:
1. Wholly obtained products: Natural resources, agricultural and fish products, as
well as other products are considered to be originating if they are produced
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within the territory of the FTA partner with no inter ention of third parties
components.
2. Sufficiently transformed products: There are different methods applied to
define a product as sufficiently transformed:


Percentage or alue added content rules ( AC): A product is
considered originating if the cost of materials and components
imported from outside a free-trade area does not exceed a specified
percentage of its ex-works price or the FOB price or the alue
added content exceeds a prescribed minimum.



Change of Tariff Heading (CTH): A product is considered to be
sufficiently transformed , and therefore originating, if its tariff
heading (a four digit code) under the Harmoni ed System of the
World Customs Organi ation is different from those of its imported
inputs. These types of rules can be ery specific indicating which
changes of tariff heading are sufficient to ualify and which are not.



Specific Processing Re uirements (SPR): A product is considered
originating if specific processing operations ha e been carried out
within the exporting country.



General re uirements of substantial transformation: In the past,
some RoO re uired substantial transformation without specifying a
rule.

In addition to general rules, ROO can often be product or sector specific and often
can in ol e combinations of these types of rules. For example, a RoO may specify
either a AC rule or a CTH rule and lea e it to the traders and producers in ol ed to
choose which method is most suitable.
The rules of origin themsel es sometimes result in unintended negati e
conse uences for FTA area manufacturers and traders. These unintended
conse uences are often the result of una oidable or unanticipated imperfections in
the arious methodologies used to define substantial transformation or lack of
foresight and flexibility by the negotiators and industry lobbies.
Most recent FTAs attempt to address these deficiencies with a series of tolerances
(the term used more often in Europe) which are relie ing mechanisms or remedies
including the appro ed use of accounting segregation of fungible materials as
opposed to physical segregation and tolerance or de minimis pro isions (North
American term) that permit the use of minimal amounts of non-originating materials
in the production of originating goods under specified conditions. In practice the two
approaches are the same but there are differences of detail. For example, tolerance
allows the use of non-originating materials with a maximum alue of 10
of the exworks price of the final good. Howe er, the tolerance percentages cannot be taken
for an aggregation with a maximum alue-added threshold, meaning that this
tolerance cannot be used to exceed the maximum alue of prohibited non-originating
22

input listed in the product specific rules. nder the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) De Minimis offers the possibility to use prohibited nonoriginating input to a certain percentage (7
of the transaction alue of the good
ad usted to a FOB basis or in certain cases the total cost of the good) which under
normal circumstances would mean that the origin status of the final good would not
be fulfilled.19
The fundamental points are that FTAs need to ha e some flexibility in application of
ROO and the willingness to adapt and to change their rules of origin as the economy
and the o erall trading regime e ol es.

2.5

Experience with Rules of Origin and Utilization of Preferences

Rules of Origin ha e been a key element in Free Trade Agreements (FTAs). In many
FTAs, the actual utili ation by traders of FTA preferential tariff rates appears is more
limited than might be anticipated by the magnitude of the tariff preferences. The
reasons for this can be many including that supplier firms do not pro ided the
information or documentation that permits certification of origin or that firms conclude
that the costs of fulfilling the re uirements of certification are too high relati e to the
duty reductions and choose not to seek duty reductions.
E en in the early days of EFTA significant amounts of trade, which seemed to ualify
for preferential tariffs, actually paid duties. See Cur on-Price (1974).
In this section a few examples are presented with respect to the administration of
RoO and the actual utili ation of regional tariff preferences in order to assess the
implications for Cross-Cumulation.

Southeast Asia
There is a lack of direct data on the utili ation of AFTA tariff preferences, but there is
considerable e idence of low utili ation from firm sur eys and other sources. It is
widely recogni ed in ASEAN that AFTA preference utili ation is low.20 Howe er, the
direct data on utili ation of ASEAN preferences from the ASEAN member customs
authorities is not a ailable from the ASEAN Secretariat or from the ASEAN member
states.21 The study prepared for the World Bank cites a firm le el sur ey that
indicates that utili ation of AFTA preferences is about percent.22 A more recent
study prepared for the Asian De elopment Bank, (ADB) found that about 23 percent
of firms in East Asia used FTA preferences, but this data includes all FTAs not ust
AFTA and includes apan and orea, which ha e extra regional FTAs.23 Another
19

WCO, Comparative Study of Preferential Rules of Origin.
Hadi Soesastro, 200 Accelerating ASEAN Economic Integration: Moving Beyond AFTA, March,
Economics Working Paper Series, WPE91, http: www.csis.or.id papers wpe091.
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Miriam Manchin Annette O. Pelkmans-Balaoing, Rules of Origin and the Web of East Asian Free
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Ibid.
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Masahiro awai and Ganeshan Wignara a, The Asian Noodle Bowl : Is It Serious for Business
ADBI Working Paper Series No. 136, April 2009, Asian De elopment Bank Institute, p. 11.
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sur ey was conducted for the Economic Research Institute of ASEAN and East Asia
by the Australian National ni ersity, which found rules of origin certifications and
other elements of customs administration to be significant barriers to trade in most
ASEAN countries.24
The low utili ation of ASEAN tariff preferences could reflect se eral factors. This low
utili ation reflects, in part, the percei ed high costs of administrati e compliance and
documentation, together with a list of sensiti e products and exceptions that are not
sub ect to the preferential rates, which may discourage broad-based use of AFTA
preferences. In addition it is difficult for firms in industries such as textiles and
apparel and electronics to document the supply chain and to obtain AFTA
preferences. The ADB study found that automoti e firms were more likely to seek to
utili e FTA preferences than firms in sectors such as electronics and textiles and
apparel.2 The higher margins of preference in automoti e products creates a strong
incenti e for compliance with Rules of Origin in order to obtain preferential tariff
treatment and the tighter and ertically integrated supply chains in the automoti e
sector may facilitate the documentation of rules of origin.
E en when firms make considerable efforts to document ROO, customs authorities
in some ASEAN members, notably Indonesia and ietnam are known to ha e
refused ROO certifications on seemingly spurious technical grounds such as the
signature crossing the lines of the form or ariations in the signature of the
respecti e authority which are indeed authentic. Similarly there may be other
administrati e re uirements such as that the origin certificate must accompany the
actual shipments and that separate origin certificates are re uired for each shipment.
Inter iews of enterprises confirmed these difficulties with customs administration in
ietnam. Re enue targets imposed on customs authorities create pressures on the
authorities to refuse preferential tariff treatment. Also refusal of certificates of origin
in ol es an element of udgment and more administrati e discretions than the tariff
classification and can be a target for corrupt officials who seek to obtain additional
remuneration. Neither customs brokers nor companies are prepared to complain or
to appeal such rulings since they fear greater disruption of shipments with customs
in the future.
With the complexity of the origin regimes for producers in ASEAN, with the ASEAN
Trade in Goods Agreement (ATIGA) and a series of bilateral FTAs with Australia,
China, orea, apan and New ealand, there would be benefits to introduce CrossCumulation, but greater efforts would be needed to impro e the transparency and
effecti eness and transparency of the administration of rules of origin.
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Latin America
In atin America, the results of an IADB sur ey of 34 firms suggests that only 18
per cent are not using any PTA, and that on a erage firms are using more than one
(Harris and Suominen, 2009). These figures ary as one breaks down the sample by
country, firm si e, or industry. The least likely firms to be making use of PTAs were
large textile firms in Panama (no use of PTAs), whereas large food and agriculture
firms in Chile were most likely to be taking ad antage of PTA tariff preferences
(using 3. PTAs on a erage). Furthermore, of the firms not using any agreement, the
o erwhelming ma ority of them were Panamanian ( 7 of 61 firms were not using tariff
preferences), which is easily explained by the fact that Panama does not ha e FTAs
in force with any of their primary trading partners. A total of 98 per cent of firms
sur eyed in Chile, Mexico and Colombia were using preferences (Harris and
Suominen, 2009).
There is empirical e idence that lower content re uirements will lead to higher
utili ation of FTA tariff preferences. See Cadot el al (2011). Experience with low
utili ation of FTA preferences in different regions suggests that it not ust a uestion
of whether a sufficiently high number of steps and processes in the supply chain are
performed but also whether these steps can be documented. Especially if steps in
the supply chain predominantly in ol e SMEs, there may be challenges to get
ade uate documentation of the production steps. For example, SMEs may not be
able to pro ide ade uate documentation of the alue added if the RoO are based on
a alue added rule.
Both enterprises and responsible authorities are administering multiple RoO systems
on a daily basis which affects many billions of trade on annual basis. The
administrati e challenges of RoO are significant and costly and enterprises are able
to manage the processes. Nonetheless it is important to recogni e the costs. Rules
of Origin in many FTAs are too restricti e for the purposes of limiting trade deflection
or deflections of production, either because of an excess of caution in the negotiating
process, of a tendency to replicate pre ious RoO, or because of protectionist
pressures or a combination of the these factors. Furthermore, o er time the
appropriate RoO in principle should change as unilateral or multilateral liberali ation
occurs, and as the FTA partners negotiate additional FTAs with third countries.
Ideally RoO should be ad usted o er time as circumstances change and most of the
changes in trading regimes in the last 1 years ha e fa ored more liberal RoO. et
RoO are often difficult to change in FTAs with cumbersome procedures for re iew
and ad ustment.

2.6

The Hub and Spoke or Spaghetti Bowl
2.6.1 Hubs and Spokes, Spaghetti Bowls & the Overlapping-FTA
Problem

The global proliferation of preferential trade agreements has created a spaghetti
bowl of origin complexities and difficulties for the public and pri ate sectors alike.
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Each different origin regime in each FTA that a country signs, significantly reduces
administrati e and implementation efficiencies for both traders and customs officials
on a bilateral basis due to the complexity of separate administration and certification
re uirements. In addition to these trade administration, certification and compliances
costs, the greater challenge lies in the fact that generally speaking producers can
only apply the principles of cumulation within a preferential trade agreement or each
FTA and not between or among FTAs or PTAs. In other words, the goods
considered as originating under one FTA cannot be considered as originating under
another FTA unless it is explicitly recogni ed.
The key argument which was ad anced by Wonnacott (1990, 1991) ipsey (1990)
and others was that if the nited States were to negotiate a bilateral free trade
agreement with Mexico without including Canada, the .S. would be the only country
with preferential access to both the Canadian and Mexican markets. Such a huband-spoke, trading arrangement would disad antage Canadian exports in the S
market as well as in the Mexican market.
In estment would also be di erted under a hub-and-spoke trading arrangement.
Multinationals would prefer to in est in the nited States (the hub), since only that
location would pro ide barrier-free access to all three countries. In estment in a
smaller spoke country, such as Canada and Mexico, would pro ide free access to
only two markets the domestic market and the .S. market.
In addition to frustrating the de elopment of efficient and flexible global alue chains,
the inability of parties that share preferential trade agreements (i.e. A B, B C and
C A) to cumulate originating materials and origin content is illogical and e en absurd
in that it does not allow for the indirect mo ement of duty free products that can
otherwise mo e duty free directly. For example, imagine that originating yarn from C
can mo e duty free to B under the bilateral FTA. Imagine then that the same yarn is
shipped from C to A and wo en into fabric. In the absence of inter-FTA cumulation
rules the fabric wo en in A cannot be shipped to B duty free unless by unlikely
chance the wo en fabric meets the RoO of the bilateral FTA.

2.7

Rules of Origin and Cumulation

As outlined abo e and in the related literature, the tariff treatment of trade in goods
under preferential trade agreements (FTAs and other PTAs), unlike customs unions,
is essentially managed by the rules of origin (ROOs) that are negotiated by the
parties of an FTA. Rules of origin are re uired to pre ent the phenomena known as
trade deflection that could occur when two parties of a PTA ha e different external
rates of duties on imports from non-parties.
Typically, substantial transformation can be achie ed if the imported non-party goods
go through a specified tariff shift and or satisfy some form of alue added criteria
and or meet a technical processing re uirement. The products that do satisfy these
substantial transformation specifications are usually defined as originating goods.
Incidentally, FTAs also pro ide precise definitions of goods that are wholly produced
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or obtained within the preferential free trade area so that FTA partners can also trade
these goods duty free or duty reduced.
In light of the abo e, it is clear that the primary purpose and intent of rules of origin is
to pre ent FTA benefits accruing to the goods of non-FTA members. Howe er it is
also acknowledged that rules of origin ha e come to be used and promoted in a
ariety of ways for a ariety of reasons beyond the simple logic of limiting trade
deflection or deflections of production:


To protect and promote existing production and sourcing patterns within a
preferential trade area;



To protect and promote the use of intermediate goods that are a ailable from
production within a preferential area; and or



To secure the support for regional trade agreements by domestic industries
by off-setting their concerns about import competition with restricti e rules of
origin.

2.7.1 Cumulation
Cumulation is when the alue added or degree of processing of the product is
cumulated among inputs at different stages of production. For example if a circuit
board for a computer is sent from one FTA partner to another FTA partner and then
assembled into a computer with other components then the rule of origin
determination may take into account the alue added or the change in tariff heading
of the imported input.
The rules for cumulation of content can be significant in influencing the trade effects
of a rule of origin. The Pan-European Cumulation System, as this inno ati e scheme
was widely known, was introduced in 1997 to link the arious external free trade
agreements that the E had de eloped with the European Free Trade Association
(EFTA) and with Central and Eastern European countries through the Europe
Agreements. The result was effecti e creation of a Pan-European free trade one in
industrial goods. Turkey, which had been in customs union with the E since 1996,
oined the Pan European Cumulation system in 1999. Of course the countries of
Central and Eastern Europe, which were signatory to the Europe Agreements
subse uently oined the European nion.
The current system of Pan-Euro-Med cumulation of origin is an extension of the
pre ious system of Pan-European cumulation. It therefore operates between the EC
and the Member States of the EFTA (Iceland, iechtenstein, Norway and
Swit erland) and Turkey and countries which signed the Barcelona Declaration,
namely Algeria, Egypt, Israel, ordan, ebanon, Morocco, Syria, Tunisia and the
Palestinian Authority of the West Bank and Ga a Strip. Faroe Islands ha e been
added to the system as well.
Cumulation is often permitted in an FTA so that products produced in one partner
which are exported to the other partner, and are processed or assembled in the
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other partner can be re-exported to the another FTA partner regardless of whether
the processing or assembly was sufficient to confer origin on the product.

2.7.2 Diagonal Cumulation and Harmonization of Rules of Origin
Diagonal Cumulation
One remedy to the difficulties outlined abo e can be found in diagonal cumulation.
Diagonal cumulation refers to situations to where there are three or more countries
that ha e concluded bilateral or regional FTAs with each other. The most prominent
application of diagonal cumulation was in the Pan European rules for cumulation
de eloped by the EC with the countries of Central and Eastern Europe in 1997 and
which has e ol ed into the arrangement for Pan-Euro-Mediterranean cumulation
which in ol es the E with 27 member states and 1 other countries including
Swit erland and EFTA countries and Mediterranean countries including Turkey.26
By most commonly accepted definitions to date, diagonal cumulation in ol es
participating countries to agree bilaterally that materials originating in one country
shall be treated as originating materials in all the other countries. This approach and
definition is predicated upon all parties ha ing concluded FTAs with each other and
in that, in most cases, each of these FTAs feature identical or nearly identical origin
pro isions (i.e. they define originating goods in identical fashions). In nearly all
cases, diagonal cumulation refers to partial diagonal cumulation: this is to say that
only originating materials can benefit from the benefits of diagonal cumulation.
Our focus in this analysis is on FTAs, or other PTAs such as Partial Scope
Agreements (PSAs), howe er, some of the benefits of diagonal cumulation can also
be found in arious non-reciprocal preferential regimes such as under the E
General System of Preferences (GSP) and E erything But Arms (EBA) preferences
for east De eloped Countries where it is often referred to as regional cumulation
and that some regional cumulation schemes feature full cumulation pri ileges.
In light of the customary re uirement of common origin pro isions, diagonal
cumulation in the reciprocal preferential sphere has been largely restricted to the E
Pan-Euro regime where the E has traditionally had the ability to nearly identical
origin definitions with their PTA partners partners who in most cases were aware of
and desirous to secure the benefits of partial diagonal cumulation.
The following box pro ides a summary o er iew of diagonal cumulation.
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DIAGONAL CUMULATION IN THE PAN-EURO MED CONVENTION
The system of diagonal cumulation (the use of inputs which are originating in the other partner
countries / entities of the pan-European cumulation system (EU, EFTA and Turkey) as originating
input of the manufacturing country) according to the free trade agreement concluded between these
countries / entity is gradually being expanded to the countries participating in the EuroMediterranean partnership (the Faeroe Islands, the Mediterranean countries Algeria, Egypt, Israel,
Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Syria, Tunisia and the Palestinian Authority of the West Bank and Gaza
Strip).
Diagonal cumulation is possible under the following preconditions:
-

There must be free trade agreements between all countries participating in the acquisition of
originating status of the final product and of the country of destination;

-

The Euro-Med Origin protocol must be applicable by all those countries;

-

The application of diagonal cumulation between the countries / entity involved is published
(publication in the Official Journal of the European Union (C series) and the partner countries
according to their own procedures).

The use of input materials from a country which does not apply the Euro-Med Origin protocol is
considered to be non-originating in the context of the Euro-Med cumulation system. Diagonal
cumulation may only be applied between those countries / entities which have already concluded
free trade agreements between each other and have implemented the Euro-Med origin protocol
(identical rules of origin). This means that the Euro-Med cumulation network will gradually be
extended with the application of diagonal cumulation among a limited number of countries even
before all free trade agreements with identical Euro-Med origin protocols will be operational
(variable geometry).
In order to trace back the different origin of the input materials used, a specific proof of origin was
created, the Euro-Med origin. The pan-European origin used for diagonal cumulation purposes with
the EUR.1 certificates continues to be applied for the trade between EC, EFTA and Turkey.
How does diagonal cumulation function?
For diagonal cumulation purposes, the manufacturing or processing operations (the terminology in
the European context speaks about “working or processing”) carried out in a partner country on
originating input does not have to be “sufficient working or processing” within the meaning of
Article 6 of the origin protocol in order to confer on the final good the origin of the partner
country.

2.8

The Innovation of Cross-Cumulation

During the e olution on preferential trade agreements in the Americas and in Asia,
there was no e ui alent to the origin uggernaut strength of the E to re uire the
use of common origin pro isions in all their FTAs. Therefore, FTAs in these other
regions tend to feature similar o erall rules of origin but usually there subtle
differences in the definitions of originating goods that largely reflect the existing
production and sourcing patterns between the FTA parties as opposed to any
ob ecti e origin criteria.
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With the proliferation of FTAs this cumulation lacunae became increasingly
problematic and thus the consideration of options that do not re uire origin
uniformity, which is re uired for diagonal cumulation, was a logical step. CrossCumulation in ol es different alternati e approaches to addressing this set of issues.
The issue came to a head during the Free Trade Area of the Americas negotiations
when the Canadian negotiator asked the origin team to de ise an alternati e to
diagonal cumulation which could address the problem of o erlapping FTAs in the
Americas. The resulting proposal has become known as Cross-Cumulation which
in ol es at least three participating countries that agree with the basic premise that
materials originating in one country shall be treated as originating materials in all the
other countries. In order to be more flexible than diagonal cumulation, CrossCumulation does not re uire common origin pro isions. The matter was
subse uently examined in greater detail by Corne o and Harris (2007).

CANADA’S APPROACH TO CROSS-CUMULATION
Many of the details of exactly how Cross-Cumulation could or should work have yet to be finalized
as witnessed by the following provisions found in FTA’s with several of Canada’s partners:
Canada - Israel FTA
Article 3.6: Third Country Materials for Originating Goods
Where each Party has entered separately into a free trade agreement under Article XXIV of the GATT 1994 with the
same non-Party before this Agreement enters into force, a good, which, if imported into the territory of one of the
Parties under such free trade agreement with that non-Party, ‘’would qualify for tariff preferences under that agreement,
shall be considered to be an originating good under this Chapter when imported into the territory of the other Party and
used as a material in the production of another good in the territory of that other Party.

Canada - EFTA FTA
Article 21 of Annex C – Accumulation
1. If a material that has undergone production in the territory of a Party without obtaining originating status is used in
the territory of another Party in the production of an originating product, the production carried out in the territory of
the first Party on that material may be taken into consideration in the territory of the other Party with respect to the
originating status of the product.
2. At the time of completion of an origin declaration for a product referred to in paragraph 1, the exporter shall possess
all documents provided with respect to the production carried out in the territory of another Party on that material as
part of the documents supporting the originating status of the product.
3. The documents with respect to the production carried out on a non-originating material, referred to in paragraph 2,
shall be completed in a legible and permanent form, signed or otherwise endorsed by the producer and describe that
material in sufficient detail to be identified.
4. The Parties shall, no later than four years after the date of entry into force of this Agreement, review paragraph
1, particularly taking into account new concepts, such as Cross-Cumulation or pan-free-trade-agreement-cumulation.

Canada - Peru FTA (these provisions are essentially replicated in the Canada Colombia/Jordan/ Panama FTAs)
Article 306: Accumulation
1. For purposes of determining whether a good is an originating good, a good originating in the territory of one or both
of the Parties shall be considered as originating in the territory of either of the Parties.
2. For purposes of determining whether a good is an originating good, the production of the good in the territory of one
or both of the Parties by one or more producers shall, at the choice of the exporter or producer of the good for which
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preferential tariff treatment is claimed, be considered to have been performed in the territory of either of the Parties by
that exporter or producer, provided that:
(a) all non-originating materials used in the production of the good satisfy the requirements set out in Annex 301
entirely in the territory of one or both of the Parties; and
(b) the good satisfies all other applicable requirements of this Chapter.
3. Subject to paragraph 4, where each Party has a trade agreement that, as contemplated by the WTO Agreement,
concerns the establishment of a free trade area, with the same non-Party, the territory of the non-Party shall be deemed
to form part of the territory of the free trade area established by this Agreement, for purposes of determining whether a
good is an originating good under this Agreement.
4. A Party shall give effect to paragraph 3 only once provisions with effect equivalent to paragraph 3 are in force
between each Party and the non-Party. The Parties may agree to limit such provisions to specified goods or to apply
under specified conditions.

The general point is that these pro isions enable Cross-Cumulation, but re uire a
subse uent negotiation with the non-party to clarify the potential application to the
non-party of Cross-Cumulation. Possible modalities for the operation of CrossCumulation can be found in the following more explicit pro isions of the Canada
Peru FTA:

For purposes of determining whether a good of Chapters 50 to 63 is an originating good, any nylon filament
yarn classified under subheadings 5402.19, 5402.31, 5402.32, 5402.45, 5402.51 or 5402.61 used in the
production of that good in the territory of a Party shall be considered as originating if:
(a) the nylon filament yarn is imported into the territory of the Party from the territory of the United States of
America or Mexico; and
(b) the nylon filament yarn would be originating if the territory of the United States of America or Mexico
were part of the free trade area established by this Agreement.

Thus the Canada-Peru FTA en isages the potential linkage of the bilateral
agreement with the NAFTA.

2.8.1 Possible Approaches to Cross-Cumulation
Corne o and Harris (2007) designed a methodology for con ergence of the spaghetti
bowl of RoO in the Western Hemisphere. They indicated that the countries should
negotiate and implement a Generali ed Origin Rule (GOR) for applying extended
cumulation. The paper discusses the following methodological lines: extended
cumulation, methods and modalities of negotiation, implementation of the GOR and
coordination with bilateral RoO, and finally, flexibility for the treatment of sensiti e
products.
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of Cross-Cumulation
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between two countries

Cumulation is only bilateral within each origin regime and the imported input
cannot be cumulated in the manufacture of the final good.

Source: Corne o, Rafael, and eremy Harris, (2007) Con ergence in the Rules of Origin Spaghetti Bowl: A
Methodological Proposal, INTA Working Paper 34, October 2007, Inter-American De elopment Bank

According to Corne o and Harris (2007) three elements are necessary for extended
cumulation to be applicable. There should be agreement triangles among the
country of the input supplier, the exporting country of the final good and the country
importing the product. All three countries should ha e ero tariffs on both the input
and the final product. And finally, the countries in ol ed should ha e negotiated
under the GOR the RoO of the input to be cumulated and the final product. This is
called ariable geometry. According to Corne o and Harris (2007, p1 ), criteria will
be de eloped for each product to identify from which con ergence member countries
there can be cumulation, which countries will be excluded and what will be the
conditions for cumulation. These criteria set up connections that ary by final
product, exporting country, importing country and input . Therefore, there could be
many different combinations for extended cumulation among SA countries for
different sets of products and inputs.
The Corne o and Harris proposal is interesting, but it is uite demanding. The
proposal is re uiring that there be a reciprocal agreement, that the input and output
tariffs should be ero under all rele ant FTAs, and there is con ergence of RoO.
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Alternati e approaches which are more flexible are possible especially for FTAs
which are compatible with Article
I of the GATT 1994.
One approach would be simply mutual recognition of the rules of origin under
different bilateral FTAs. For example three countries with three bilateral FTAs could
agree that products which ualified under any of the bilateral FTAs could be
cumulated and would be eligible for duty free treatment within the one.
There are a ariety of approaches to Cross-Cumulation and they are also related to
the processes of certification of origin and erification and audit processes. These
are discussed more below.

2.8.2 Hub and Spokes Revisited
The issue of hub and spokes or the spaghetti bowls with o erlapping FTAs raises
particularly important issues with differentiated products which are produced in
multiple steps and processes. The segmentation of supply chains with o erlapping
FTAs is inimical to modern supply chains, since the ROO constrain the supply chains
raising costs and reducing flexibility. The concept of the supply chain pro ides a
useful metaphor for the complexity and ariety of what Richard Baldwin has termed
trade in tasks. et the concept of the supply chain may be too mechanistic implying
a fixed and rigid pattern of supply analogous to So iet style central planning. A better
analogy might be a neural network which is more flexible and dynamic as well as
more complex. As was discussed, the experience with the creation of FTAs suggests
that the expansion of trade and the enhancement of technology with increased intraindustry trade leads to increased speciali ation and producti ity gains. Enterprises
wish to ha e flexible and resilient supply chains with multiple sources and channels
a ailable for utili ation to reduce risk.
An alternati e metaphor is that the lack of either diagonal cumulation or CrossCumulation among o erlapping bilateral FTAs creates constrictions in the blood
essels or neural networks which are ital to the healthy de elopment of international
commerce.

2.8.3 Implications of Diagonal Cumulation
Wider Zone of Duty Free Access
The potential gains from cumulation come from remo ing the segmentation of trade
that would result from the rules of origin in o erlapping bilateral FTAs. Empirical
e idence re eals that the harmoni ation of RoOs, ia diagonal cumulation in the
PECS, has impacted trade flows since 1997. For instance, analy ing the textile
industry, Augier et al. (2004) find that trade between non-cumulating countries could
be lower by up to 0 to 70 per cent. Similarly, using data on trade flows between 38
countries for three baskets trade in all goods, trade in intermediate goods, and
trade in manufactured goods Augier et al. (200 ) conclude trade among countries
that became part of the pan-European system of diagonal cumulation was higher
relati e to trade with other countries by about 43 per cent between 199 and 1999.
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In addition, they show that the introduction of the PECS in 1997 increased trade
between the spokes by 7 and 22 per cent. Howe er, their methodology is based on
using dummy ariables in a gra ity model to capture the role of cumulation. Hence, it
is possible that these ariables are capturing other factors.
At the same time, analy ing data on trade flows between and among 38 countries,
Gasiorek et al. (2009) find that the trade between newly cumulating countries
(following the introduction of the PECS in 1997) rises by more than trade between
these countries and third countries for some selected industries
Augier, Gasiorek and e Tong based their empirical analysis on a uni ue natural
experiment that was created by technical changes to Europe s web or lattice of rules
of origin (ROOs) in 1997. This change, known as diagonal cumulation , relaxed the
restricti eness of rules of origin on trade among the E s free trade agreement (FTA)
partners without changing the degree of tariff preference. Their analysis allowed
them to establish a lower-bound and upper-bound estimate of trade impact of ROOs
reduced trade among the E s trade partners. The lower bound Gasoriek et al find is
something like 10 while the upper bound is around 70 . They use an aggregated
gra ity model with three products, primary, intermediate inputs and goods for final
consumption, which has considerable dispersion in the estimates in the parameters
but the results are clearly significant. They conclude that the most direct lessons are
for FTA negotiations. They argue that Europe s implementation of diagonal
cumulation is a good way of reducing the welfare-reducing impact of o erlapping
rules of origin without gutting their fraud-fighting ability.

2.9

Summary of Different Types of Cumulation

The following box summari es the different types of cumulation.
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Introduction

Types of Cumulation: A Recap

In order to define Cross-Cumulation, it is important to first provide a brief explanation of what cumulation is
and the different form cumulation takes within, between, and among, preferential trade agreements (FTAs).
Whether preferential trade takes place within the context of two countries who belong to a single FTA
(intra-FTA trade) or among more than two countries connected by different FTAs (inter-FTA trade), policy
makers must find ways to address the frequent situation where goods are made of materials produced in more
than one country.
Cumulation1 policies are those policies that define the origin treatment of imports from one country that are
used as materials or inputs by a party to make goods in their country.
As will be outlined below, some of the multiple considerations that go into cumulation policies respond to the
following questions:
1.
Is the imported input/material originating as defined in the applicable FTA and if not then how should
the originating content in the non-originating import be treated?;
2.
Is the trading context intra-FTA or inter-FTA?; and
3.
Does the trading context involve the same rules of origin or different rules of origin?
The following five scenarios attempt to describe the forms that cumulation take within different trade
arrangements.





Scenario “A” Bilateral (partial) Cumulation
(Intra-FTA: same rules of origin apply; originating good)

Inputs/materials originating in one party shall be considered as originating in the other party: intraFTA context.
The most common form of cumulation in all FTAs. Obviously, the same rules of origin apply
because all trade is within a single FTA.
Only applies to originating goods (that is why it is sometimes called partial because it does not
address the case of non-originating inputs or materials that include originating content –the
originating content is not counted). In this case, fabrication, finishing or assembly can add value to the
material input or component but not sufficiently for the product to originate. This originating content
is not counted in the cumulation of content.

Examples: A pullover of HS heading 61.10 is manufactured in country A by sewing together originating
knitted fabrics from country B. According to the FTA between these two countries, the specific rule of origin
for pullover requires manufacturing from yarn in order that origin is conferred to the pullover. While the
simple manufacturing process of sewing together non-originating knitted fabrics in country A would not confer
origin and the pullover would have to be considered as non-originating, the pullover in this case will be
considered to be originating since it was manufactured with originating fabrics from country B following
bilateral cumulation provision in the FTA (WCO)1. However, if the yarn is imported and the knitted material
is not originating under the RoO then neither knitted material nor the pullover will be originating.
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Scenario “B” Full Cumulation
(Intra-FTA: same rules of origin apply; non-originating goods)

Non-originating imports with originating content from one party can be used by the other party
(parties) to produce originating goods.
Full cumulation simply requires that the origin requirements be fulfilled within the FTA zone as a
whole.

Example: A pullover of HS heading 61.10 is manufactured in countries A, B and C. All of these countries are
parties to the same FTA that has full cumulation provisions. The product specific origin rule requires
manufacturing from yarn in order that preferential origin is conferred to a pullover. Non-originating yarn was
woven into knitted fabrics in country C. The knitted fabric was dyed in country B and the dyed fabric was
sewn together in country A. Again, while the single operations in the individual countries do not confer origin,
all operations taken together fulfill the origin requirement and the final product is considered to be originating
in country A and can be re-exported into the other partner countries under preferential treatment. (Source
WCO with amendments).






Scenario “C” Diagonal Cumulation
(Inter-FTA: same rules of origin apply; originating goods)

Applies to trade between FTAs or Inter-FTA trade.
Operates between more than two countries provided they have concluded preferential trading
agreements between each other.
All the participating FTAs must have the same rules of origin (therefore found almost exclusively in
EU trade agreements)
Normally only applies to originating goods

Example: A pullover of HS heading 61.10 is manufactured in country A by sewing together knitted fabrics
originating in countries B and C. According to the free trade agreements between these three countries, the
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specific rule of origin for the pullover requires the manufacturing from yarn in order that origin is conferred to
the pullover. Once again the simple manufacturing process of sewing together knitted fabrics in country A
would not confer origin and the pullover would have to be considered as non-originating according to the
origin legislation of the three FTAs between country A and B, A and C, and B and C. However, with diagonal
cumulation the pullover is considered to be originating in country A since it was manufactured with originating
fabrics from countries B and C (WCO).





Scenario “D” Full Cross-Cumulation
(Inter-FTA: different rules of origin apply; all goods)

Cross-Cumulation occurs on trade between FTAs (not within FTAs, or intra-FTA trade), similar to
“diagonal cumulation” with the difference that under Cross-Cumulation the different FTAs
can have different rules of origin.
Cross-Cumulation is the only cumulation methodology that addresses and accommodates trade in
inputs/materials under different sets of rules of origin. A variation is discussed below.
Full Cross-Cumulation (like full cumulation) demands that the origin requirements are fulfilled within
the preferential trade zone as a whole (with the applicable rule of origin being the one
between the last two parties of a transaction).

Example: A pullover of HS heading 61.10 is manufactured in countries A, B and C. Each bilateral pair of these
countries has a free trade agreement with full cumulation provisions but each agreement feature different rules
of origin. The product specific origin rule between A and B requires manufacturing from originating yarn in
order that preferential origin is conferred to a pullover. Yarn was produced in country C with cotton
imported from a third country (i.e. Country D). Country C ships the yarn to country B where it is knitted and
sewn into a pullover. While the single operations in the individual countries C and B do not confer origin,
however, under Cross-Cumulation all operations in all three countries taken together fulfill the origin
requirement (of the free trade zone) and the final product is considered to be originating in country B and can
be re-exported into country A as originating under the A + B FTA (Source WCO with amendments).

Scenario “E” Mutual Recognition Cross-Cumulation
(Inter-FTA: different rules of origin apply; all goods)

The mutual recognition approach to Cross-Cumulation is a variation on full Cross-Cumulation. Under mutual
recognition Cross-Cumulation, imported materials or inputs which are originating under the bilateral FTA
between countries B and C under a separate bilateral FTA retain origin and can be combined with originating
products and processes in country B when exporting to country A under the bilateral FTA between A and B.
In effect countries A and B agree to grant mutual recognition to the rules of origin under the bilateral FTA
between B and C (and presumably between A and C) for the purposes of determining origin. Originating
content which is incorporated in non-originating products under the bilateral FTA between A and B would not
count for determination of origin. The Mutual Recognition Approach to Cross-Cumulation is analogous to
diagonal cumulation, but the difference is that the Rules of Origin under the respective bilateral FTAs are
accepted for certification of origin without full harmonization of the rules of origin.
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Example: Consider the determination of origin for the pullover under HS 61.10 discussed above. The key
difference between the Mutual Recognition Approach to Cross-Cumulation and the Full Cumulation Approach
to Cross-Cumulation is that the applicable Rule of Origin would be under the separate bilateral agreements.
Thus the origin for the yarn imported from country C to country B is determined under the bilateral FTA
between Country B and C and the product would obtain the necessary origin certification under the bilateral
agreement between B and C. Since A and B agree to grant equivalency to the Rules of Origin in the
cumulation zone the product which is originating under the bilateral between B and C is treated as originating
under the bilateral FTA between A and B as same as if the input material or product (in this case yarn) were
imported from A or produced in B and the finished product then would be treated as originating for the
bilateral FTA between A and B if there was sufficient processing of the knitted fabric under the relevant Rule
of Origin for HS 61.10 in the bilateral FTA between A and B.

Canada-Peru Free Trade Agreement Accumulation Provisions

Article 306: Accumulation
1. For purposes of determining whether a good is an originating good, a good originating in the
territory of one or both of the Parties shall be considered as originating in the territory of either of
the Parties. (See scenario A)
2. For purposes of determining whether a good is an originating good, the production of the good in
the territory of one or both of the Parties by one or more producers shall, at the choice of the
exporter or producer of the good for which preferential tariff treatment is claimed, be considered
to have been performed in the territory of either of the Parties by that exporter or producer,
provided that: (See scenario B)
(a) all non-originating materials used in the production of the good satisfy the requirements set out
in Annex 301 entirely in the territory of one or both of the Parties; and
(b) the good satisfies all other applicable requirements of this Chapter.
3. Subject to paragraph 4, where each Party has a trade agreement that, as contemplated by the
WTO Agreement, concerns the establishment of a free trade area, with the same non-Party, the
territory of the non-Party shall be deemed to form part of the territory of the free trade area
established by this Agreement, for purposes of determining whether a good is an originating good
under this Agreement. (See scenarios D or E)
4. A Party shall give effect to paragraph 3 only once provisions with effect equivalent to paragraph 3
are in force between each Party and the non-Party. The Parties may agree to limit such provisions to
specified goods or to apply under specified conditions. (See scenarios D or E).
5. Note that Scenario C does not apply because the RoO are not the same under the respective
bilateral agreements.

The different types of Cumulation described in the text box presented pre iously are
noted in the pro isions of the Canada-Peru Free Trade Agreement in the text box
abo e.
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3 METHODOLOGY
3.1

Analytical Tools and Methodologies

There is a significant economic literature which examines or simulates the economic
implications and impacts of regional integration initiati es either in the form of FTAs
or customs unions. arious types of methodologies are utili ed including:


Detailed computable partial e uilibrium (CPE) model based studies;



Computable general e uilibrium modeling studies;



Gra ity models; and



Analysis of trade flow impacts.

Due to data limitations, some studies do not attempt to measure the welfare effects
of regional agreements, but instead take the first step down that path by estimating
the impacts of the agreements on trade flows. Existing studies estimate changes in
trade patterns due to regionalism in two distinct ways.
Ex ante studies use trade patterns and estimated elasticities in either detailed partial
e uilibrium models or more aggregated computable general e uilibrium models
de eloped prior to the agreement to calculate the predicted effect of eliminating trade
barriers with a partner country.
sing Computable Partial E uilibrium (CPE) analysis has ad antages and
disad antages compared to the computable general e uilibrium (CGE) models for.
The CPE approach focuses on the barriers to trade in particular industries and
permits more disaggregation of the barriers to trade.
The CPE approach assumes the following:


Domestic and imported goods are not perfect substitutes;



International supply is perfectly elastic (the small country assumption);



Domestic supply is upward sloping;



All markets are perfectly competiti e.

In implementing the computable partial e uilibrium analysis one can use the
software of the World Integrated Trade Solutions (WITS) de eloped by the World
Bank and NCTAD. Trade data can be obtained from the NCTAD TRAINS and N
Comtrade data base and tariff data from the NCTAD TRAINS or the WTO IDB
database.
The WITS model has tools for simulating the impact of tariff changes which can be
used for assessing the impact of tariff changes such as the creation of an FTA.
Howe er, the WITS modeling framework does not permit analysis of the key issues
related to RoO and Cross-Cumulation. In particular it is not possible to track the
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indirect supply chain effects of Swiss exports of inputs to Tunisia that can be reexported to Turkey due to diagonal cumulation or to measure the potential effects of
Cross-Cumulation for Swiss trade with FTAs in atin America or Asia.
Indeed while CPE studies of FTAs can be detailed in assessing changes in, or
remo al of, tariffs at the detailed tariff line le el, it is difficult to incorporate analysis of
Rules of Origin in CPE studies since it is not possible to trace the supply chain and it
is difficult to measure or to forecast the proportion of bilateral trade between two FTA
partners that could potentially ualify according to the Rules of Origin. The common
assumption in analysis of FTAs is that all bilateral trade in a product category will
meet the RoO re uirement of the FTA. Clearly this is an optimistic assessment.
For a number of FTAs ex ante studies ha e been prepared using computable
general e uilibrium (CGE) models. This is an interesting line of research but most
CGE studies are prepared at uite high le els of aggregation. A number of these
CGE models ha e shown that for FTAs in ol ing larger economies and for
de eloped economies, that trade creation has dominated trade di ersion.
Ex post studies examine trade flows after the FTA has been implemented and
compare the actual le els of trade with a prediction of trade in the absence of the
FTA. Ex post studies must establish a counterfactual of trade that would ha e
occurred in the absence of the agreement, but some udgment is in ol ed in setting
model structure and there are criticisms of the specification and estimation of the
elasticities. Alternati ely gra ity models are sometimes used to seek to measure the
impacts of trade agreements on trade flows. This approach is discussed below,
ehoe (2003) conducts an ex post e aluation of the performance of three of the
more prominent multisectoral static applied general e uilibrium models used to
predict the impact of the North American Free Trade Agreement. The models he
considers are: the Brown-Deardorff-Stern model of all three North American
economies (see Brown 1994 and Brown, Deardorff, and Stern 1992, 199 ), the CoxHarris model of Canada (see Cox and Harris 1992), and the Sobar o model of
Mexico (see Sobar o 1992a, 1992b, 1994, 199 ). ehoe concludes that these
models drastically underestimated the impact of NAFTA increasing the olume of
North American trade in manufacturing industries. Furthermore, the models failed to
capture much of the relati e impacts on different sectors. In ehoe s iew, the expost performance e aluations of applied GE models are essential if policymakers are
to ha e confidence in the results produced by these models. Such e aluations also
help make applied GE analysis to ad ance as a scientific discipline in which there
are well-defined pu les with clear successes and failures for competing theories. In
his iew analy ing sectoral trade data indicates the need for a new theoretical
mechanism that generates large increases in trade in product categories with little or
no pre ious trade. To capture changes in macroeconomic aggregates, the models
need to be able to capture changes in producti ity.
A separate empirical analysis of the impact of the Canada- S FTA on the Canadian
economy, which was started in 1989 and phased in o er ten years in parallel with the
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NAFTA after 2004, which was conducted by Trefler (2004) indicates that the impact
of trade agreements goes beyond scale effects and has significant implications for
producti ity growth. Based on detailed analysis of panel data on manufacturing firms,
he finds that the initial impact of the tariff reductions on the high tariff import
competing sectors is to accelerate firm turno er and exit and to reduce employment
in the short term, but he finds there are significant producti ity and output gains in
the medium term. There are two possible complementary explanations. One is that
the effect of regional integration is much more disaggregated unbundling of acti ities
or tasks than has been incorporated into the applied general e uilibrium models as
yet see Baldwin (2009), and more disaggregation of the production structure and
supply chains needs to attempted despite the data challenges. Another explanation
is that more Schumpterian iews about endogenous technology need further
consideration and analysis. The key point is that the CGE models used to analyse
FTAs ha e pro ided a richer analytical framework than earlier uantitati e work and
were alid in the approach taken, but the reality has turned out to be richer than the
models forecast with more subtle gains in intra-industry trade and producti ity than
foreseen.
One common way of predicting trade flows in the absence of the RTA is by using the
gra ity model to predict bilateral trade based on the distance between countries, the
si e of their economies, and other ariables such as whether the two countries
speak the same language. The effects of the agreement on trade are then measured
by RTA dummy ariables.
There are a number of criticisms of gra ity models. First, the gra ity models tend to
be highly aggregated due to data constraints. Second and more important, the
analysis depends on the apparent significance of the dummy ariables which reflect
country effects. Ha emen and Hummels (1998) ha e critici ed the specification of
the standard gra ity model analysis of trade creation and trade di ersion and identify
statistical anomalies. The problem of omitted ariables means that the estimates of
the dummy ariables and their significance could be misspecified and in alid. Baier
and Bergstrand (2008) examine this issue in more depth. The authors address
econometrically the endogeneity of FTAs using instrumental ariable (I ) techni ues,
control-function (CF) techni ues, and panel-data techni ues. They conclude that I
and CF approaches do not ad ust for endogeneity well, but a panel-data approach
does. Although Baier and Bergstrand (2008) do not address the welfare effects of
FTAs they conclude that there are serious errors in many of the gra ity models
applied to the analysis of FTAs. In particular, they conclude that FTAs ha e much
larger impacts on bilateral trade flows (up to fi e times larger) than was found in the
standard gra ity model methods.
These limitations do not apply in the same way to the study by Grasiorek et al (2009)
because it is not a counterfactual study. It is based on a uni ue situation where
diagonal cumulation was introduced in the Pan Euro trading one.
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The difficulties with CGE models for analysis of regional integration are significant.
There are practical problems including that the CGE models are highly aggregati e
using a erage tariff and tariff e ui alent measures for industrial sectors while in most
countries there is a range up to 10,000 or more 8 digit or 10 digit HS classification
tariff lines. Feenstra (199 ) has made the point that high le els of aggregation can
lead to serious underestimation of the effects of trade policies. Typically an analysis
of an FTA in CGE study assumes that all trade barriers are remo ed after the
implementation period and no account is taken of the effects of Rules of Origin in the
analysis. Also there are technical issues since the decisions taken to structure the
CGE models including Armington assumptions for constant elasticity demand
functions can conflict with the model closure for open economies. The CGE models
capture broad intersectoral shifts in resources in open economies o er longer time
frames, but they cannot capture the details of tariff structures and the direct and
indirect effects of ROO and other formalities affecting trade. Although CGE models
ha e been extended to incorporate scale effects and product differentiation their
le el of aggregation remains a challenge.
The challenge for analysis of the effects of Cross-Cumulation is that it is difficult to
analy e the links in the supply chain. Permitting Cross-Cumulation expands the
choice of suppliers and the range of potential inputs but it is difficult to identify let
alone measure the effects on the pattern of trade flows in downstream products. In
the next section a solution is proposed for this challenge.

3.2

Analysis of Trade Flows, Data Availability and Data Challenges
3.2.1 Data Sources and Challenges

The Integration and Trade Sector of the Inter-American De elopment Bank has
de eloped speciali ed databases, models and tools to monitor and assess the
impact that integration initiati es and associated trade flows ha e on the Americas.
The portal INTradeBID (www.iadb.org int intradebid ) pro ides public access to these
data and tools. These tools were extended and adapted to analysis of detail trade
policy impacts on other regions or countries outside the Americas. In particular,
INTradeBID includes an inno ati e database of product le el rules of origin, codified
at the maximum le el of detail. This database, along with the associated tools, allows
the identification and interpretation of the origin re uirements of preferential trade
arrangements.
The data base can be utili ed at the le el of six digit codes for the Harmoni ed
System (HS) for trade flows. In particular the INTradeBID tools incorporate an input
output matrix deri ed from the analysis of a data base of origin declarations middle
income de eloping countries. This is a critical tool because it permits the linkage
needed between trade flows of exports from production in an economy or a group of
economies to exports from a third country. Indeed the richness of the data set and
the potential to link it with databases on trade flows and trade barriers creates
challenges for analysis.
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arge data sets needed to be extracted for use with the INTradeBID model using the
N COMTRADE database for detailed trade flows and the TRAINS data base for
tariffs maintained by NCTAD as well as the input output model.

3.2.2 Methodology for Analysis of Trade Flows
The methodology that was adopted was to use the INTraBID model to analy e the
indirect trade flows between Swit erland through trading with FTA partners who in
turn trade with other FTA or potential partners. This is the only a ailable data base
and modeling framework which allows the tracing of supply chains in this way. The
model functions as an enormous cross-border input-output model with the potential
to link trade among many different countries and to trace supply chains in great
detail, but it does not simulate the welfare effects of the changes in prices or rele ant
trade policy instruments. What the model does is indicate the detailed trade flows to
or from Swit erland with different potential trade partners or trading blocks at
different stages of the supply chain.
It is possible to utili e the input output linkages between trade in product categories
at the six digit le el with the trade in the input products or components that are used
in the production of the traded products.
Analysis of the data and the trade flows potentially to be affected by CrossCumulation in ol ed an iterati e approach.Initially we examined both Swiss imports
of parts and components from present or actual FTA partners and the exports of
Swiss products. We started with Swiss trade with FTA partners in atin America
because the INTradeBID model had the re uisite data incorporated in the model for
this region.
When we examined the potential benefits to the Swiss economy from lower cost
inputs due to the effects of introducing cumulation among FTA partners, we found
that the benefits were likely to be modest since Swit erland already obtains imports
on a low or ero-duty basis (excluding agricultural products) from the E , EFTA and
all its other FTA partners. In addition Swit erland s non-agricultural MFN tariffs are
relati ely low. Therefore the incremental effects of Cross-Cumulation on input costs
and reduced consumer costs for Swit erland are modest.
After extensi e analysis of trade flows among Swit erland s FTA partners, we
undertook the analysis for three regional ones. It must be stressed that these are
geographic regions since at present, since while EFTA has bilateral FTAs with some
of the partners and is in the process of negotiating with others, there are no
applicable regional trading arrangements for which the Swiss exports would ualify.
In one case, the EFTA and Western Hemisphere (Canada, Chile, Columbia, Mexico
and Peru), there are a large number of o erlapping bilateral FTAs but Chile does not
ha e an FTA with Peru. Otherwise the network of o erlapping bilateral FTAS in the
region is complete. In the other regions there are more gaps in the network of
o erlapping bilateral FTAs, but there is potential to de elop the already extensi e
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network of bilateral FTAs. Thus, we are examining the potential expansion of trade
flows in these regions.
The three ones which we examined for trade with Swit erland were:


Western Hemisphere Americas (WH) comprising Canada, Chile, Columbia,
Mexico and Peru;



East Asia (EA) comprising China, orea and apan; and



Southeast Asia (SEA) comprising Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand
and ietnam.

We first examined Swiss exports on a global basis for six digit SIC basis and linked
this with products which were potential inputs to production and intraregional trade in
the target trading ones. We also examined Swiss exports to bilateral partners in the
region which were potential inputs into production in the potential FTA partner and
examined the potential for increase in exports to different ones depending on the
inputs utili ed for production for export in the one. The trade olumes obser ed
were historic alues for 2007 to 2009 with the current intraregional trade olumes
reflecting the degree of integration in the potential one. It is unlikely that Swiss
exports could ualify for intraregional trade preferences under the existing bilateral
FTAs.
When limiting the analysis to bilateral Swiss exports to the respecti e blocks, it was
necessary to change the inclusion thresholds
that is, the original analysis
considered only Swiss products with global exports in excess of S 100M o er 3
years, which was unreasonable when focused on any of the particular sets of partner
countries. After analysis of the trade flows, the methodology that we settled on was
to set the threshold at a round number that allowed inclusion of at least 100 Swiss
products. This was 1 million for both WH and SEA, and 0 million for EA.
The methodology adopted was to examine the trade potential. Does Swit erland
export competiti ely products that are inputs into the production of products which
constitute significant regional trade flows in the regions It is not possible to predict
the potential uantitati e expansion of trade olumes since there are no tariff
e ui alence estimates for rules of origin re uirements.
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4 ANALYSIS OF CASE STUDIES
Based on the analysis of the structure of Swit erland s exports, we ha e focused on
three priority sectors:


Pharmaceutical products Chapter 30 in the Harmoni ed System (HS 30);



Optical, photographic, cinematographic, measuring, checking, precision,
medical, or surgical instruments and apparatus (HS 90); and



Boilers, machinery; nuclear reactors and parts thereof, (HS 84).

We examined the pattern of trade in a wide range of industrial sectors in ol ing both
sectors and arious present and potential FTA partners in selecting the sectoral case
studies and the potential geographic regions. Among the sectors we in estigated
were food and be erage products and textiles. Howe er, the export olumes in these
sectors were uite limited and the E and Euro-Med one predominated in export
destinations for Swiss products. Also the trade regime for agri-food products remains
complex despite the ruguay Round reforms implemented under the WTO and due
to the complexity of the trade regime and the tendency to exclude them from FTAs
either through product exclusions or through restricti e rules of origin implies that
they could create challenges for Cross-Cumulation.
In terms of Geographic possibilities, we ha e examined potential regional networks
that could be deepened by Cross-Cumulation pro isions. Of course global CrossCumulation among FTAs on different continents is not excluded but it is difficult to
analy e since the criteria for inclusion of countries becomes arbitrary Se eral
possibilities were examined. One possibility was the recently concluded FTA
between EFTA and the kraine. Howe er, the main trading partners for kraine are
the E and Russia. This study is examining the potential for Cross-Cumulation with
partners other than the E with whom Swit erland already has diagonal cumulation
under the Pan Euro-Mediterranean con ention.27 Russia is not included in the list of
potential FTA partners for Swit erland and ha ing recently oined the WTO seems
focused on pursuing regional integration with former So iet partners. Thus there is
no ob ious network of FTAs in which kraine could be included.
Due to the extensi e data analysis that was conducted the results are presented as
follows. For pharmaceutical products (HS 30) we ha e presented summary data in
tables in the text for the regions. For the measuring and precision instruments (HS
90) and boilers and machinery (HS 84) we ha e presented statistical tables in annex
7 for the Western Hemisphere region.
Presenting all of the data for all products and regions would ha e greatly expanded
the si e of the report and would likely ha e diminishing if not negati e returns in
comprehensibility.
27

Nonetheless, Cross-Cumulation among the E ,
consideration.
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kraine and Swit erland could be well worth

4.1

Pharmaceuticals (HS 30)

Global exports of pharmaceuticals from Swit erland amounted to more than
3
billion in 2011. Our analysis focuses on the exports of Swiss products that would be
inputs into production and then traded within the region. Most of the Swiss exports
that were inputs into pharmaceuticals (HS 30) were either inorganic chemicals (HS
29) or pharmaceutical products (HS 30)

4.1.1 America/Western Hemisphere (Canada, Chile, Columbia,
Mexico, Peru)
The following table presents the results of our analysis of the supply chains in
pharmaceuticals where Swit erland is a significant exporter of inputs which could be
utili ed for production and trade in the WH economies and where there is a
significant olume of trade among WH countries. As noted earlier this data was
extracted using the INTraBID model which links inputs which could be utili ed in
regional trade flows.Note that CHE refers to Swit erland in accordance with the ISO
country code.
Table 4.1: Swiss Global Exports of Products which are Potential Inputs for Production and
Intra-regional Trade in Pharmaceuticals in the Americas Group
WH
Product
300490
CHE
Materials
292249
2922 0
292429
293219

Description
Medicaments for therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in
measured doses - other
Description
- Amino-acids, other than those containing more than one kind
of oxygen function, and their esters; salts thereof:-- Other
- Amino‑alcohol‑phenols, amino‑acid‑phenols and other
amino-compounds with oxygen function
- Cyclic amides (including cyclic carbamates) and their
deri ati es; salts thereof:-- Other
- Compounds containing an unfused furan ring (whether or not
hydrogenated) in the structure:-- Other
- actones:-- Other lactones

WH MFN
0, ,9
WH MFN

WH
Exports
$000
16,004,039
CHE
Export
$000

0,2,6

1,243,6 2

0,1,6

22,882

0,1,6

,327,731

0,2,6

1 9,886

0,1,6

1,224,723

0,1,6

1,968,929

293 00

- Compounds containing a pyrimidine ring (whether or not
hydrogenated) or pipera ine ring in the structure:-- Other
Sulphonamides

0,1,6

66 , 89

293621

-- itamins A and their deri ati es

0,2,6

329,806

293628

-- itamin E and its deri ati es

0,2,6

1,1 0,329

293629

-- Other itamins and their deri ati es

0,2,6

763,473

293722

0,2,6

10 ,663

294190

- Steroidal hormones, their deri ati es and structural
analogues: -- Halogenated deri ati es of corticosteroidal
hormones
Antibiotics.- Other

0,2,6

4,712,314

300210

- Antisera and other blood fractions and modified
immunological products

0,4,9

37,801,014

293229
2933 9
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Notes: Western Hemisphere (WH) includes Canada, Mexico, Colombia, Peru, and Chile.
Export data for 2007-2009, figures are 3-year totals in 000.
MFN Tariffs (Minimum, A erage, Maximum) based on 2010 figures. Specific tariffs omitted.
WH Exports only include products with 600M year (2B o er 3 years)
CHE Materials only include products with 30M ear (100M o er 3 years)

This table presents in the right column the Swiss global exports of products that are
inputs into HS 300490 which is other pharmaceutical products. Total trade among
the four countries in the Americas is 16 billion o er three years. As we can see
most of the global exports that are potential inputs are from Chapter 29 inorganic
chemicals produced in Swit erland. Globally Swit erland o er three yearsexported
more than
0 billion of input products used in the manufacture of HS 300490 or
about 16 billion per year. The actual Swiss exports to the region are much smaller
but still significant at more than 2billion o er three years. Note that tariffs although
low range up to 6 to 9 among these FTA partners.
There is clearly considerable potential for Swit erland to expand exports of these
pharmaceutical intermediate inputs to and within the region if Cross-Cumulation
were introduced among some or all of the FTA partners in the region. Swit erland is
a significant global exporter of inputs to these pharmaceutical products and there is
substantial intraregional trade in pharmaceutical products. With Cross-Cumulation
there would be increased opportunities to export these input products for
incorporation into intra-regional trade in pharmaceuticals.

4.1.2 East Asia (Japan, Korea and China)
Swit erland is not currently exporting significant olumes of pharmaceutical
intermediate products to this region but it is exporting finished pharmaceuticals. With
Cross-Cumulation there could be greater potential to expand trade in pharmaceutical
products with this region. Trade in pharmaceutical products within the region is ery
substantial but is below the threshold of 10 billion o er three years.

4.1.3 Southeast Asia
The following table presents the Swiss exports of products which are imported as
inputs into pharmaceutical product 300490 other pharmaceuticals. The range of
products utili ed is smaller than in the Americas but the o erall trade in the region of
the output product is in excess of 12 billion.
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Table 4.2: Swiss Global Exports of Products which are Potential Inputs for Production and
Intra-regional Trade in Pharmaceuticals in the South East Asia (SEA) Group

Description
Medicaments for therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in
measured doses - other

SEA MFN
0,3,10

SEA
Exports
$000
12,6 6,121

CHE
Materials

Description

SEA MFN

CHE
Exports

292429

Other

SEA
Product
300490

293621
293628
293629
300210

itamins A and their deri ati es
itamin E and its deri ati es
Other itamins and their deri ati es
Antisera and other blood fractions and modified
immunological products, whether or not obtained by means
of biotechnological processes

0,2,12

2, 27

0,0,1

34,018

0,0,1

77,271

0,0,1

60,7 1

0,0,1

387,827

At present Swiss exports of these organic chemicals and other products which are
inputs to HS 300490 to the South East Asia group are about 600 million o er three
years compared to more than 0 billion globally. Note that tariffs for the output
product range up to 10 . Thus if the input products imported from Swit erland lead
the finished products to fail to meet the rule of origin for the rele ant bilateral FTAs
then there are substantial obstacles to intra-regional trade incorporating these inputs.

4.2

Optical, Medical and Precision Equipment (HS 90)

The products in the HS chapter 90, Optical, Medical and Precision E uipment
contributed 16 billion in Swiss exports in 2011.

4.2.1 Americas
In the Western Hemisphere Group of Canada, Colombia, Mexico and Peru the total
intra-regional trade in the products of chapter 90 amounted to o er 2 billion.
Swit erland exported more than 20 different product groupings which are inputs and
components of this sector. Please see Table 7.4.1 in Annex 7 for the range of
products which Swit erland exports at the global le el. At a global le el many of the
Swiss inputs which were exported were in different product categories, but about
2.9 billion o er three years was exported were products of chapter 90. At a global
le el Swit erland exported almost 20 billion of exports o er three years of products
which are inputs into the production of products in HS 90. et actual trade between
Swit erland and the countries in the Western Hemisphere Grouping is ery modest
in these input product categories amounting to less 1 0 million o er three years.
There is considerable potential to expand trade in these products between
Swit erland and the Western Hemisphere group with Cross-Cumulation.
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4.2.2 East Asia
The trade in the East Asia one in products of chapter 90 is ery substantial. In one
product grouping at the six digit le el the intraregional trade is more than 18 billion
o er three years or more than 60 billion. et Swiss exports of intermediate inputs to
this region are modest. Other factors such as market structure may influence the
sale of these products in the region. It will be interesting to see whether the bilateral
FTAs with orea and apan lead to increased exports in this set of products to the
region.

4.2.3 Southeast Asia
Trade in this HS grouping in Southeast Asia amounts to o er 11 billion. On a global
le el Swit erland exports significant amounts of many different inputs for the
manufacture of products in this group. et Swit erland exports only modest amounts
to the region. At present the only FTA is with Singapore, but one would expect some
impro ement after other FTAs are negotiated and cross cumulation could reinforce
these gains.

4.3

Machinery, Boilers , Electrical Equipment and Computers etc
(HS 84)

Total exports from Swit erland of the products in chapter 84 were 29 billion in 2011
while Swiss exports of intermediate products used to produce products in chapter 84
were more than 26 billion in per year in 2007-2009.

4.3.1 Americas
The table listing the products trade chapter 84 in the Western Hemisphere Group is
reproduced in Annex 7.4 below. Total trade among the FTA partners exceeds 89
billion o er three years. On a global basis Swit erland exports many products which
are inputs to production in this sector with significant export alues as the Table in
the Annex presents. Total global Swiss exports of intermediate products for
production of products of chapter 84 exceeded 8 billion o er three years or more
than 26 billion per year. Swit erland s trade with the region in inputs into chapter
84 was about 200 million o er three years. This amount is significant but CrossCumulation could help to expand this export olume substantially.

4.3.2 East Asia
Trade within this chapter 84 in East Asia is enormous about 00 billion. Swit erland
exports products which are inputs into production in this sector from more than 200
HS product codes. Total global Swiss exports of intermediate products for production
of products of chapter 84 exceeded 8 billion o er three years or more than 26
billion per year. Total Swiss exports to the region exceeded 2.2 billion o er three
years. There is clearly scope for significant expansion of intermediate products with
the negotiation of an FTA with China. Cross-Cumulation could expand the trade with
the region significantly.
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4.3.3 Southeast Asia
Trade in products of Chapter 84 among South East Asian countries exceeded 112
billion o er three years or amounted to 37 billion per annum. As noted abo e global
Swiss exports of inputs to production of products of Chapter 84 exceeded 26 billion
per year. Exports by Swit erland to Southeast Asia of inputs for chapter 84 were
1.1 billion o er three years. Clearly there is potential to expand exports to the
region with FTA negotiations under way with Indonesia, Thailand and ietnam.
Cross-Cumulation would also be a boost to exports to the region in light of the rich
di ersity of products exported from Swit erland on a global basis of products which
are inputs into products of chapter 84 building on the existing FTA with Singapore.
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5 ANALYSIS OF THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS
5.1

What are the Implications of the Heterogeneity of RoO?

What do we know about the economic implications of the heterogeneity of RoO? Is
the difference between diagonal and Cross‐Cumulation a formal issue (if the RoO of
concerned FTAs are sufficiently similar) or are there substantive effects on
preferential trade flows?
et us consider the case of diagonal cumulation first before considering the
comparison of diagonal and Cross-Cumulation. As the WTO (2002) Secretariat note
stated:
“Among WTO Members, views are divided on how diagonal cumulation schemes under
preferential rules of origin regimes affect the multilateral trading system. While for
some Members such schemes reduce barriers and facilitate trade among participating
economies by a simplification and harmonization of customs procedures, for others
diagonal cumulation extends the preferential nature of any individual RTA to parties to
other RTAs, without any legal basis, and introduce another layer of discrimination, since
some third parties to the original RTA – those participating in the diagonal cumulation
scheme – benefit from preferential treatment, while other third parties – those not
participating in the scheme – are not eligible. (WTO (2002) p. 11)

The issue of diagonal cumulation may be less contro ersial among WTO members
now than as uoted abo e a decade ago. One simple reason is that many more
WTO members ha e negotiated FTAs and other RTAs or PTAs since the time of this
uote.
Another more fundamental reason is that either diagonal or Cross-Cumulation is a
logical extension of Article
I of the GATT-WTO. Thus if the three initial bilateral
FTAs met the criteria of Article
I with respect to remo al of customs duties and
other restricti e regulations are eliminated on substantially all the trade between the
constituent territories in products originating in such territories, then the extension of
diagonal cumulation among the three partners is likely to meet the formal
re uirements of Article
I . Indeed one could argue that further progress in
reducing the barriers to trade within and among o erlapping FTAs is re uired under
Article
I , but the argument is not normally framed in this way in the GATT WTO.
Certainly the extension of diagonal cumulation is consistent with the recognition in
GATT Article
I that it is desirable to increase freedom of trade by the
de elopment, through oluntary agreements, of closer integration between the
economies of the countries parties to such agreements. The GATT 1994 also notes
that the purpose of a customs union or of a free-trade area should be to facilitate
trade between the constituent territories and not to raise barriers to the trade of other
contracting parties with such territories 28.
28

Article

I , 4, GATT 1994.
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At a conceptual le el, Cross-Cumulation is analogous to diagonal cumulation.
Indeed, diagonal cumulation would be the limiting case if FTA partners gradually
con erged to common ROO in their bilateral FTAs which are linked by CrossCumulation. Howe er, diagonal cumulation is not the same as full cumulation since
to ualify for diagonal cumulation the product must be originating at each stage as it
crosses the borders. Full cumulation including full Cross-Cumulation implies that
originating content or alue addition includes all originating content e en if the
product at the first stage includes non-originating materials and would not be
counted as originating. (For example milling or processing of iron ore into powder as
fines might not confer origin on the product, but the alue addition from the
processing could count towards the determination of origin of the steel or steel
products that were e entually produced.
There are two issues to consider. First, how different in their trade effects are the
effects of heterogeneity of ROO Second would the combined ROO necessarily tend
to con erge toward the le el of content re uirement (or e ui alent thereof) as would
be the case with a large trading one such as the Pan Euro Med or the NAFTA
The economic effects of the heterogeneity of ROO and the interaction with CrossCumulation depend on se eral factors.
The ob ious point is whether Cross-Cumulation is permitted between and among
FTAs. In the absence of formal acceptance of Cross-Cumulation and if diagonal
cumulation is only permitted when Rules of Origin are exactly the same as with the
E Pan Euro Med regime, and since there is considerable heterogeneity in the
Rules of Origin in different FTAs, then all of the concerns about hubs and spokes or
spaghetti bowls will apply to the different FTAs with segmentation of trade flows
because diagonal cumulation cannot be applied. In the extreme case the difference
in RoO may be simply technical and ha e e ui alent economic effects but these
technical differences are sufficient to block the possibility of RoO. In this situation,
permitting Cross-Cumulation will ha e similar economic effects to diagonal
cumulation.
et the reality of trade is likely to more complex. When comparing RoO between two
bilateral FTAs for specific products, the RoO may contain pro isions which for some
products or industries are technically different but economically similar in effect,
while other products may ha e RoO which both technically and economically
different. It is possible that permitting Cross-Cumulation could ha e results for trade
which are ery similar to diagonal cumulation among FTAs because the RoO are
ery similar in their economic effects, but this is difficult to ascertain.
Alternati ely if a group of countries who are members of o erlapping bilateral FTAs
with significant differences in their RoOs declare mutual recognition in the form of
Cross-Cumulation of the respecti eRoOs in the bilateral FTAs, will the economic
effects be the same as diagonal cumulation
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If the economic effects of the respecti e RoO are ery similar at e ery stage of the
production process in different o erlapping FTAs, then the economic effects of
Cross-Cumulation among the FTAs will be broadly similar to diagonal cumulation.
For example, under diagonal cumulation for three bilateral FTAs and with identical
harmoni ed rules of origin then the three bilateral FTAs become a common FTA with
origin being cumulated in different countries in the one. If there is CrossCumulationamong three bilateral FTAs with similar economic effects but technically
different rules of origin then the economic effects of Cross-Cumulation are analogous
to diagonal cumulation. The three bilateral FTAs become in practice a common
FTA.In this hypothetical situation the heterogeneity of RoO are simply technical with,
for example, one rule ha ing a change of tariff heading while the analogous rule for
the same product or stage in the production process in another FTA is a alue
content rule but the two rules are considered to be economically e ui alent.
E en under this restricti e assumption that two different rules of origin ha e
economically e ui alent effects, then introducing Cross-Cumulationwould result in
significant expansion of trade flows among the members. The reason is that the
members would recei e the benefit of diagonal cumulation without ha ing to engage
in the negotiating administrati e and legal changes that would be re uired to
harmoni e rules of origin. Recall that Gasiorek et al found ery large expansion of
trade flows with the Pan Euro Med rules among the network of FTAs with the E as
a result of diagonal cumulation.
et in many situations the ariation in the RoO may be more than technical and
these cases need to be considered as well.The Rules of Origin in different FTAs may
ha e similar but different economic effects. Sometimes it is difficult for experts to
udge whether a alue content rule or a change of tariff heading rule for a particular
product is more or less restricti e. In other cases different bilateral FTAs may ha e
RoO may different not only technically in how they are specified but also may ha e
differences in how much processing or content is re uired to ualify as originating.In
particular FTAs with smaller bilateral trade olumes tend to ha e more liberal rules of
origin. In discussion of the Pan Euro Med rules we suggested that the rules are uite
restricti e in their content re uirements but the restricti e effect is reduced by the
diagonal cumulation and the large trading one. If FTAs link small economies with
high ratios of trade to GDP and some larger economies then some of the bilateral
FTAs in the network are likely to ha e less restricti e Rules of Origin than other
bilateral FTAs. Pro iding for mutual recognition of RoO will lead to some ariation in
the RoO. On balance the RoO are likely to more liberal in the sense that less content
and less processing is re uired than would be the case with diagonal cumulation.
Depending on how Cross-Cumulation is introduced, the reciprocal recognition of the
RoO is likely to lead o erall to more liberal rules of origin than would be the case with
harmoni ed rules. Harmoni ed rules of origin tend to adapt the most restricti e rules
as part of a bureaucratic and intergo ernmental consensus. Cross-Cumulation can
be implemented in a manner which is more flexible. Especially if there is a
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willingness to recogni e bilateral RoO which are more liberal, then there is a
likelihood that the combined effects of RoO with Cross-Cumulation are likely to be
more liberal than diagonal cumulation.
The most important gain is that Cross-Cumulation introduces the concept of mutual
recognition into Rules of Origin. In the e olution of the European nion, the Cassis di
Dijon decision by the European Court of ustice in 1979 emphasi ed mutual
recognition. Subse uently the New Approach to Standards and Technical Regulation
made it possible to de elop or to recogni e e ui alent standards while it would ha e
taken many years to de elop detailed harmoni ed standards. In the case of Rules of
Origin, they are embedded in FTA texts which are extremely difficult to change. The
expansion of the trading one with Cross-Cumulationwould make it easier for
enterprises to ualify for FTA treatment and achie e the benefits of diagonal
cumulation through mutual recognition instead of full harmoni ation. This would
sol e the hub and spoke or spaghetti bowl problem.

5.2

What are the Preconditions for FTA Partners to Successfully
Introduce Cross-Cumulation?

What are the preconditions for FTA partners to successfully introduce Cross‐
Cumulation in their FTAS, with a view to use the concept as a building block towards
the multilateralization of trade?
One proposal for extended cumulation was made by Corne o and Harris (2007). In
order to promote better linkage of the arious FTAs in the Americas, they proposed a
negotiation focused on one issue -- rules of origin, to create a General Origin
Regime (GOR). Their proposal is flexible. FTA countries could sign up particular
sectors for the GOR cumulation regime.
As was noted earlier, the Corne o and Harris proposal is interesting, but it is uite
demanding. The proposal is re uiring that there be a reciprocal agreement, that the
input and output tariffs should be ero under all rele ant FTAs, and there is
con ergence of RoO.
The re uirement for reciprocal agreement is e ident but if input and output tariffs are
ero under all co ered FTAs there is no ob ious need for con ergence of RoO. In
most cases considerable ariation in the real effects of RoO could be accepted
because there are no incenti es to deflect production within the combined one.
The Corne o Harris proposal is interesting and potentially useful but it is uite strict in
the criteria. It is important to note that it was de eloped in the context of Western
Hemisphere integration initiati es that in ol ed FTAs and Partial Scope Agreements
notified under the enabling clause to the WTO.
Especially in the case of FTAs notified under Article
I of the GATT 1994 the
criteria for Cross-Cumulation could be, and should be, more flexible. If duties ha e
been eliminated for input and output tariffs (or reduced to less than 2 ) for FTAs that
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ha e notified under Article
I of the WTO, then Cross-Cumulation could be
introduced on a flexible basis with mutual recognition of the RoO and certifications of
origin under the different bilateral FTAs. The reason is that with ero duties (or ery
low duties) on imports of inputs and outputs, there are negligible incenti es for
deflection of trade or production among the FTA partners.
Corne o and Harris emphasi ed the con ergence of RoO, but another issue which is
rele ant is the degree of con ergence in the external trade regime of the FTA
partners. Con ergence of external trade regimes can occur through multilateral trade
negotiations or unilateral initiati es to lower tariffs and other trade barriers in the FTA
partners which ha e the external MFN tariff peaks. ipsey and Smith (2011) explore
these issues of the incenti es for FTA partners to reduce peaks in MFN trade
barriers as FTAs are implemented. ipsey and Smith (2011) also point out that as
FTA partners negotiate more FTAs this also ser es to increased competition in the
domestic market place which in turntends to promote reduction of peaks in external
trade barriers.
The exceptions are for sectors such as some agricultural products which tend to be
effecti ely excluded from many FTAs. As a result, it may be necessary to ha e
sectoral exclusions from Cross-Cumulation or negotiate special harmoni ed rules in
a few specific sectors where high MFN trade barriers are retained.
There are key issues in making Cross-Cumulation work among a group of bilateral
FTAs. These in ol e primarily practical matters such as administrati e capacity of
the pri ate and public sectors, the ade uacy of documentation, and ade uate
certification as well as economic dri ers in terms of firms or industries prepared to
take ad antage of these opportunities.
If it is to work, customs authorities among the partners need to enable or to facilitate
Cross-Cumulation. nfortunately in some countries, refusal of origin on arbitrary
grounds occurs either to achie e re enue targets or to pro ide a source of
facilitation fees for officials. It is important to establish rules for acceptance of origin
certifications to a oid arbitrary refusal of origin either at the time of entry of the
products or at the time of post-entry audit.
The most fundamental issue about the potential for Cross-Cumulation among a
group of FTAs is whether all potential partners are interested in the proposal for
Cross-Cumulation. Howe er, there could be elements of competiti e liberali ation. If
three of four partners in o erlapping bilateral FTAs are willing to go ahead with
Cross-Cumulation, then they could proceed and the fourth potential partner could
consider whether to oin at a subse uent point.
Multilaterali ation of Cross-Cumulation is certainly possible. The Corne o and Harris
proposal for a GOR for the Americas could be proposed on a global le el for
members of FTAs. This might raise broader foreign policy issues and also
commercial policy issues because of differences in sensiti e sectors among
countries and among FTAs.
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Also as noted pre iously the Corne o Harris proposal is uite restricti e. In particular
there is not necessarily a re uirement for harmoni ation of RoO. A more flexible
approach could be appropriate at the multilateral le el. This approach would in ol e
setting some minimum standards for participation in terms of:


A relati ely open MFN regime with limits on tariff peaks;



The constituent FTAs ha e been notified to the WTO under Article



There was effecti e and transparent customs administration;



Agreed procedures for mutual recognition and acceptance of origin
certifications; and



The RoO met some minimum re uirements.

I ,

With such standards, a flexible plurilateral protocol for Cross-Cumulation could be
created and which would pro ide for the linking of both regional and supra-regional
FTAs. Since there is no limit on the number of members in an FTA under Article
I and all the constituent FTAs should ha e already been notified under Article
I there would be no difficulty in principle with the WTO in extending CrossCumulation among a large number of FTAs. The key is the members of the arious
FTAs are open to the linking of the arious o erlapping FTAs.
Since the difficulties with RoO tend to be concentrated in a few industries with
significant di ergence in MFN trade regimes such as for some agricultural products,
the solution could be the exclusion of such industries from the co erage of the
Cross-Cumulation pro isions. This would only be necessary when one or more of the
underlying bilateral FTAs had exclusions or highly restricti e origin re uirements. In
a step by step approach such industries could be excluded with the pro ision to
re iew in the future pending some con ergence in external MFN barriers or widening
of the FTA networks of the partners.

5.3

What are the Trade Creation and Trade Diversion Effects of
Cross-Cumulation?

In general the scope for trade creation and trade di ersion with Cross-Cumulation
will be similar to the scope for the balance of trade creation and trade di ersion with
the creation of a Free Trade Area. There is an additional factor that CrossCumulation ser es to link FTAs that ha e already been created. Thus,the
introduction of Cross-Cumulation will tend to expand trade and to increase
competition within the cumulation one.
The WTO (2011) concludes that Rules of Origin can cause trade di ersion through
inducing enterprises to switch the linkages in their supply chains. The WTO report
suggests that diagonal cumulation will tend to mitigate the trade di erting effects of
bilateral RoOs. This suggestion is interesting but more analysis is needed.
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rueger s articles (1997a,b) raised the issue that rules of origin can lead to increased
trade di ersion. ipsey and Smith (2011) find that rueger s analysis is not generally
alid and that rules of origin can limit as well as increase trade di ersion depending
on arious empirical uantitati e parameters. Baldwin (2011) makes a similar criti ue
of rueger.
ipsey and Smith (2011) consider the issue of trade creation and trade di ersion in
three different cases: 1) Ricardian technologies; 2) factor endowments (HeckscherOhlin) or fixed factors such as land of ariable fertility; and3) product diﬀerentiation
and scale economies in the production of each ariant of that product. It is also
important to consider both initial formation of the FTA and the subse uent beha ior
of the partners after the creation of the FTA. The analysis in ol es a se uence of
steps, first the creation of the initial FTA and the subse uent linking of the FTAs
through implementation of Cross-Cumulation.

Analysis of Different Technologies
To illustrate, consider a country, A, suﬀering trade di ersion as a result of entering
an FTA. It was importing a ma or product such as automobiles from the rest of the
world in spite of its tariﬀs, while its new partner, B, was producing automobiles at
home under its tariﬀ protection. When the FTA is formed, B s auto industry can
undersell the tariﬀ- burdened auto imports coming from abroad (assuming they
ualify under the RoO). The analysis examines the effects of creation of an FTA on
the industry in terms of economic ad ustment and restructuring and the political
economy effects of the implementation of the FTA.
First, consider the Ricardian case29. Because there was no industry producing autos
in A, there are no local protectionist pressures coming from an auto industry located
there. After the union, A s tariﬀ re enue from auto imports is eliminated and the
external tariﬀ ser es only to distort trade ows. These changes set up se eral
political economy pressures for A to reduce its external tariﬀ on autos: (i) since there
is no longer a domestic industry to protest tariﬀ reductions on autos, reduction of A s
tariﬀ on that product is a good bargaining chip in multilateral or other bilateral or
regional liberali ing negotiations; (ii) if after the RTA is formed A reduces its tariﬀ on
autos suﬃciently, it will restore trade in autos with the outside world and gain in li ing
standards as the lower real- cost producers in the outside world replace the highercost producers located in its union partner; and (iii) the shift to sources outside of the
RTA will restore some of the tariﬀ re enue that disappeared when its partner
displaced the outside world as supplier of to A (not completely because the tariﬀ
must be below its pre- FTA le el to make the imported product competiti e against
B s tariﬀ- free export to A).

29

The Ricardian case may seem implausible for automobiles due to product differentiation and scale
economies in production facilities such as stamping plants but some countries ha e highly protected
assembly operations which assemble kits with minimal capital in estment which correspond to the
Ricardian production technology.
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Second, consider a homogeneous product produced by price-taking rms with
constant returns to scale but with an upward- sloping industry supply cur e due to
either Heckscher Ohlin factor market eﬀects or sector- speci c factors with
diminishing returns. For example, farmland can be shifted between li estock gra ing
and crops depending on relati e prices but some farm land will be infra- marginal
and other farm land will be marginal in one of the crops. In this case, there could be
some high- cost production in Abehind its high MFN tariﬀ. As the tariﬀ is reduced to
ero for the FTA partner, imports from the low- cost third- country supplier will shrink
and imports will rise from the FTA partner. In this case, there will be trade di ersion
when imports fall from the low-cost third-country producer to be replaced by imports
from the partner B and trade creation from replacing high- cost domestic production
in A with lower cost imports from B.
Tariﬀ re enue on the imports from third countries will also be reduced. In terms of
the political economy eﬀects, the bene ts of the MFN tariﬀ in terms of market share
and terms of trade eﬀects will accrue primarily to B s exporters after the FTA is
implemented. The political economy eﬀects for A will be similar to those of the
classical case discussed abo e.
Third, consider the important common case of product diﬀerentiation and scale
economies in the production of each ariant of that product. Now what was an
either or case under Ricardian assumptions becomes a matter of degree. All three
areas A, B and (the many diﬀerent parts of) the outside world are likely to ha e
industries producing at least some of the ariants of say apparel products (or
automobiles but we will focus on apparel here). But because country A is less
eﬃcient in apparel than country B, it will likely ha e a smaller industry than the more
eﬃcient industry in B. When the FTA is formed, A s industry will need to restructure
to meet increased price competition from its FTA partner. What happens next
depends on how the industry in A responds.

Consider Two Polar Cases
At one extreme, A s apparel industry was producing at ery high cost and is unable
to cut its price or restructure suﬃciently to respond successfully to increased
competition in the FTA. It will lose market share to imports from B. In the extreme
case, A s domestic industry may exit the production of all ariants of apparel. Here
the political economy eﬀects are similar as those outlined abo e in the classical
case.
At the other extreme, A s apparel industry is able to respond successfully to both the
increased price competition from B and the opening of B s market. The response will
likely take two forms. First, pricing will come closer to costs (whereas before the
FTA, A s industries priced their products ust below what the tariﬀ burdened price of
imports would ha e been and restricted output). Oligopolistic industries will face
more elastic demand cur es as tariffs are reduced and thus will restructure by
expanding output by matching marginal re enue to marginal cost. (Eastman and
Stykholt (1960) present a classic analysis of how an oligopolistic domestic industry
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or foreign multinational enterprises in esting in assembly operations to circum ent
tariffs, are likely to high margin high cost producers which offer potential for
restructuring as trade liberali ation occurs. Second, there will be restructuring to
produce those ariants in which its costs relati e to B are the lowest or premium
priced speciali ed products, thus taking ad antage of scale economies of longer
production runs and product speciali ation. Intra-industry trade in
will expand
among the FTA partners and the unit costs in both A s and B s apparel industry will
decline as the industries in both countries gain economies of longer production runs
of a smaller set of ariants of apparel and or increased product differentiation.
Typically, third-country imports of apparel will shrink. Also, the increased competition
between B and A will create incenti es for inno ation.
The political economy of this case is interesting. The apparel industry s original belief
that its continued existence depended on a high tariﬀ will be eroded as it nds that it
can stand up to competition from B. Also, it will recei e diminishing direct bene ts
from the high tariﬀ on apparel from third countries because, as the industry becomes
more competiti e within the FTA with increased speciali ation, it must also become
more competiti e with third countries. Although the domestic industry may continue
to obtain somewhat higher prices and better pro t margins in the domestic market
due to the higher MFN tariﬀ, increased competition within the FTA will tend to limit
this eﬀect. As A s apparel industry restructures within the FTA and expands exports
to its FTA partner, it will become more diﬃcult to make the political case for retaining
the high MFN tariﬀ because production and employment will be less directly linked to
limiting competition from third- country sources. In some cases where the
restructuring of A s apparel industry is particularly successful, the industry will see
new opportunities to expand exports through reciprocal negotiations with third
countries, either in subse uent FTAs or through multilateral negotiations.
Of course many industries will display different combinations of these two types of
responses. The first case where costs are too high for the industry to sur i e are the
Ricardian case, while the restructuring through production speciali ation and
inno ation corresponds to the second case. The balance of trade creation and trade
di ersion will depend on uantitati e analysis of outcomes, which will ary o er time
as industries restructure.
The strong trend to increased intra-industry trade and the expansion of trade
olumes with the creation of FTAs pro ides e idence that except for FTAs in ol ing
countries speciali ed in the production and export of a narrow range of primary
products, most FTAs seem to be dominated by trade in speciali ed and differentiated
products. Earlier in the methodology section, the ex post analysis of ehoe (2003)
concludes that the GE models, although theoretically ad anced at the time,
drastically underestimated the impact of NAFTA in terms of actual increases in the
olume of North American trade in manufacturing industries. Much earlier Grubel
and loyd (197 ) had made a similar obser ation on the surprising expansion of
intra-industry trade with the creation of the European Economic Community.
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Quantitative Analysis
uantitati e analysis of the impact of FTAs and Customs nions has been
undertaken by Magee (2007). He uses a panel data set to estimate the effects of
regional agreements on trade flows controlling for country pair, importer-year, and
exporter-year fixed effects.30 These fixed effects are intended to capture all of the
determinants of trade flows normally included in gra ity model specifications as well
as controlling for yearly shocks that affects countries trade le els. Magee s
estimates re eal that the a erage regional agreement has significant anticipatory
effects on trade flows and continues to affect trade flows for up to 11 years after the
trade deal begins. The effect of customs unions is more prolonged than for free trade
areas.
Magee concludes that while both customs unions and free trade areas ha e similar
impacts on trade after se en years in existence, by year 18 the customs union effect
on trade is nearly double that of a FTA. Partial Scope Agreements, on the other
hand, lead to much smaller (and statistically insignificant) increases in trade flows,
and trade does not begin to rise until after the preferential arrangement has been in
place for fi e years. The dynamic models estimated in Magee s paper suggest that
the long-run impacts of regional agreements are more positi e than the short-run
impacts in general.
Magee s estimates for indi idual countries re eal that a trade deal can ha e ery
different impacts on the countries in ol ed. Countries signing regional agreements
with partners who are both nearby and large tend to experience si able increases in
trade while agreements between less natural trading partners ha e much smaller
effects.
The effect of customs unions is more prolonged than for free trade areas. His
specific results for NAFTA after year of agreement implementation, are that trade
creation is much larger than the modest degree of trade di ersion in S imports from
Mexico by a ratio of about 40 to 1. Magee does not in estigate the uestion of the
cause of the lesser but significant trade effects of FTAs as compared with C s, but
the rules and administration of Rules of Origin would be a likely explanatory factor.
In Section 3.1 Analytical Tools and Methodologies, arious criticisms of the use of
gra ity models to analy e the impacts of FTAs were re iewed. Although Baier and
Bergstrand (2008) do not address the welfare effects of FTAs they conclude that
there are serious errors in many of the gra ity models applied to the analysis of
FTAs and apply a number of econometric remedies including the use of panel data.
In particular, they conclude that FTAs ha e much larger impacts on bilateral trade
flows (up to fi e times larger) than was found in the standard gra ity model methods.
If cumulation is strictly bilateral in three o erlapping FTAs with no diagonal or CrossCumulation then the potential liberali ation of the trade will be limited. As was
30

Magee is using a panel data set and seeks to a oid the specification issues identified by Ha eman
and Hummels (1998).
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discussed earlier the economic welfare effects will depend on the balance of trade
creation and trade di ersion. If each of the bilateral FTAs in the cumulation group is
expected to be trade creating on balance then it is likely that the expansion of
liberali ation within the FTA one with full Cross-Cumulation will also be trade
creating.
Trefler (2004) finds strong impulses to producti ity growth from the creation of the
Canada- S FTA. This tends to support the Schumpeterian iews of Aghion and
Howitt (1998), ipsey, Carlaw and Beckar (200 ) and Romer (2004) that the
uantitati e benefits from economic integration are greater in inno ation and
technological change are endogenous.
There is a further factor that must be considered. The effect of implementing CrossCumulation within o erlapping bilateral FTAs is to increase competition within the
one which encourages sourcing from the lowest cost sources within the one
a oiding the artificial segmentation of trade with bilateral RoO. Also increased
competition within the one will stimulate speciali ation in production and product
inno ation.Thus, Cross-Cumulation will tend to enhance the trade creation effects of
the initial o erlapping bilateral FTAs and is unlikely at the margin to increase the
degree of trade di ersion with the creation of the bilateral FTAs.

5.4

Potential Partners or Groupings for Cross-Cumulation

From an Economic Perspective, which Combinations of Actual and/or Potential FTA
Partners would seem to be Promising Candidates for Implementing Cross‐
Cumulation?
From an economic perspecti e, Swit erland would benefit from additional FTAs and
from extending Cross-Cumulation among existing FTA partners.
In a paper prepared for SECO, Abt The Federal Council s foreign economic policy
strategy adopted in 2004 established four criteria for the selection of prospecti e free
trade partners: 1) the current and potential economic importance of the partner
country, 2) the extent of existing or potential discrimination that Swit erland would
suffer is- - is its main competitors in the market concerned, 3) the willingness of
the partner country to enter into negotiations, and 4) political considerations,
especially the coherence with Swiss foreign policy ob ecti es.
Although adding more FTA partners to the SWISS-EFTA network of bilateral FTAs is
of potential interest, the focus here is on groups of countries which could offer
economic benefits and would be promising for implementing Cross-Cumulation.
There are se eral criteria which need to be considered:


Economic potential thus large and or high growth economies are a priority;



Relati ely open trade regime with limited and capped tariff peaks and
correlation in the tariff peaks;
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Effecti e and transparent customs administrations; and



Commercial and policy interest in participating in Cross-Cumulation.

Of course all potential partners would need to ha e a network of bilateral FTAs, but
among the target countries could be countries where negotiations of an FTA are
underway or are prospecti e.
Clearly there are tradeoffs among these criteria. We consider these for different
possible regional groupings and also for global networks. If one focuses on CrossCumulation with other partners than the E our assessment is that the best
prospects are three groups of countries that we ha e targeted. We comment on each
briefly.

Americas/Western Hemisphere
The group of Canada, Colombia, Peru, Mexico and Swit erland is an ob ious target
because there are o erlapping networks of FTAs among the group. Canada is
already exploring Cross-Cumulation with Colombia and Peru. This group generally
meets all of the criteria, but not all members may be willing to go forward at this time.
Howe er, a plurilateral approach in ol ing a smaller group could get the process
started.

East Asia
The group of China, apan, orea and Swit erland clearly has economic potential.
Swit erland has the speciali ed economic potential to be a complementary partner
for these economies. EFTA has an FTA with orea. Swit erland has a bilateral FTA
with apan and is presently negotiating with China. The ma or challenge will be
whether the Asian partners will be willing to explore Cross-Cumulation.

Southeast Asia
The group of Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore and ietnam are an
interesting group. The region is a relati e dynamic set of emerging economies but
there are differences among them.
Singapore has many FTAs and with its free trade regime could probably agree
uickly to any proposed Cross-Cumulation arrangement. Singapore understands the
benefits of triangular trade among economies at different le els of de elopment and
would encourage other partners in SE Asia to participate or indeed on other
continents.
Malaysia is the only country on this list that is not currently negotiating with the
EFTA, but it is negotiating along with Singapore and ietnam with the E .

European Union
One ob ious area for priority for Swit erland is to extend the scope of cumulation is
with the European nion. The trade relationship between the E and Swit erland is
well de eloped with the E accounting for about three fifths of Swiss exports and
more than three uarters of imports by Swit erland. In addition to the bilateral FTA
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with the E , Swit erland participates in the Pan Euro Med network with diagonal
cumulation and also participates in cumulation under the E General System of
Preferences (GSP) and the E E erything But Arms (EBA) preferences for least
de eloped countries.
Although Swit erland has extensi e cumulation arrangements with the E ,
Swit erland does not participate in cumulation in important E FTAs such as with
Mexico and orea, nor does it presently seem likely to participate in cumulation with
se eral E FTA partners with which FTAs ha e been negotiated but which are not
yet in force including with Colombia, Peru, Singapore, the Central American group
(Costa Rica, El Sal ador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, and Panama) and
kraine. The E is launching negotiations with apan and is currently negotiating
with Canada, Gulf Cooperation Council, India, Malaysia and ietnam as well as
consolidating the Economic Partnership Arrangements
In light of the significance of the E in the external trade of Swit erland, it is e ident
that extending Cross-Cumulation to other E FTAS such as with orea that o erlap
with Swit erland s network of FTAs is a high priority. The reasons are that Swiss
exporters are disad antaged on exports of input products to the E when the final
product is exported to orea and E inputs imported to Swit erland may not ualify
for the orea Swiss FTA disad antaging Swiss producers in the supply chain.

Global Networks
Cross-Cumulation need not be limited to regional groupings. For FTAs that are
notified to the WTO under Article
I of the GATT 1994, there will be additional
gains from linking different partners and deepening the network of Swiss FTA
partners on a trans-continental basis.
Cross-Cumulation will take time to negotiate and the in ol ement of different
partners in the process will ha e a demonstration effect.
The key to implementing Cross-Cumulation will be the willingness of partners to
negotiate and to implement Cross-Cumulation.

5.5

What are the Costs and Benefits of Cross-Cumulation at the
Firm-level?

The potential effects of Cross-Cumulation for large multinational enterprises, or for
SMEs which are well integrated into the world economy,and which are based in
Swit erland could in ol e se eral aspects.
First, the streamlining and restructuring of supply chains at the margin could
enhance the competiti eness of Swiss production of final goods benefiting Swiss
consumers or enhancing exports through some lowering of cumulati e input costs.
This would reflect deepening of the supply relationships on a more flexible basis
throughout the network of Swiss EFTA FTAs.A significant potential benefit of CrossCumulationis the increased flexibility with respect to sourcing of supplies among FTA
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partners. Set against this potential benefit of Cross-Cumulation is the cost for
enterprises to administer and document Cross-Cumulation for input products.
At the same time there could be increased import competition in specific products in
the Swiss market but this effect is likely to be ery limited because Swit erland
already has free trade agreements with the E , with EFTA and more than 20
Second, the benefits of Cross-Cumulation among groups of FTAs could enhance the
market share of some export products in the markets of FTA partners as well as in
third countries. Increased potential for export of speciali ed and inno ati e
intermediate products is an important source of potential benefits for Swiss
enterprises including SMEs. With a series of bilateral FTAS, there are opportunities
to sell final goods into the partner markets, but the segmentation of markets with
o erlapping FTAs with separate Rules of Origin, the hub and spoke problem, is an
obstacle to selling intermediate products into the FTA since the rules of origin are
likely to constrain the export in the o erlapping FTAs of downstream products
incorporating the inputs.
Third introduction of Cross-Cumulation, could enhance the prospects for Swiss
exports of complementary goods and ser ices such as capital goods, intellectual
property or management ser ices. Impro ing the business climate for di isional or
head office head uarters ser ices based in Swit erland is an important potential
benefit.
Fourth, the benefits of Cross-Cumulation may be to enhance the interest of potential
FTA partners to oin a network of FTAs with Swit erland. This could ha e benefits for
Swit erland, and Swiss-based MNEs either through enhanced opportunities for trade
or more especially for enhanced in estment opportunities, for expansion of trade in
ser ices including intra-enterprise mo ement of personnel and better protection of
intellectual property, which are complementary with, and to some extent distinct
from, bilateral merchandise trade flows.
There will be administrati e costs for enterprises to administer Cross-Cumulation for
Rules of Origin. There also could be benefits in terms of greater security to meet the
rules of origin. Thus the additional administrati e costs need to be weighed against
the benefits of increased flexibility in sourcing both in Swit erland and in operations
in the FTA partners, and increased export opportunities for speciali ed intermediate
products.
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6 HOW TO MAKE CROSS-CUMULATION OPERATIONAL
6.1

Negotiating Cross-Cumulation

There are se eral issues that must be taken into consideration while preparing to
negotiate Cross-Cumulation. The first matter is that although Cross-Cumulation must
normally be negotiated bilaterally, by definition, it in ol es at least three parties and,
in today s international trade context of FTA proliferation, usually many more. That is
to say that the three or more parties that ha e three separate bilateral FTAs with
each other must all agree upon basic Cross-Cumulation definitions and
administrati e procedures.
For these reasons, it is important that the Cross-Cumulation pro isions of FTAs be
general and generic enough to accommodate the uni ue legal and regulatory
characteristics of additional Cross-Cumulation participants. It is therefore also
important that any Cross-Cumulation amendments can be achie ed simply and
without the necessity of FTA re-negotiations. It is recommended that both parties
map the common FTA parties they ha e in common to see if any of these uni ue
accommodations can be anticipated. This mapping process should also be
extremely helpful in identifying what imported inputs could be used as originating
materials under Cross-Cumulation and what exported outputs could be used as
originating materials in a Cross-Cumulation context. This information and data, some
of it only a ailable from the pri ate sector, will pro ide focus and strategic intent for
Cross-Cumulation negotiators. We ha e utili ed the IADB data base for this purpose
and it could be a useful tool for this purpose.
Furthermore, gi en that Cross-Cumulation by definition does not re uire or impose
the use of identical rules of origin, it is important that there be flexibility to agree that
identified sensiti e goods,
where there are significant ariations in MFN tariff
regimes and or non-tariff measures and ariation in rules of origin --, be excluded
from the general Cross-Cumulation pro isions and be sub ect to specific pro isions.
Otherwise, the entire Cross-Cumulation exercise could be delayed or held hostage
o er the fears of special interest lobbies whose explicit intent in pre-existing FTAs
was to protect or promote their intermediate products. Howe er practical or
expedient such exclusions might be in order to implement the benefits of CrossCumulation expeditiously; it is also the case that complicated patterns of exclusions
and exemptions or special pro isions can be costly and confusing to both traders
and administrators alike. Therefore, it is desirable for negotiators to agree upon
conditions under which such exceptions can be phased-out. For example the criteria
that once a product and all its inputs ha e become duty free in a number of
o erlapping FTAs could be a considered as possible time frame gi en that they
already reflect the pre iously negotiated concerns of domestic industry and that the
industry has ad usted to competiti e challenges.
It is also important to note that once the principles of Cross-Cumulation ha e been
accepted that most of the remaining issues are technical customs matters so these
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authorities and those responsible for origin erification be in ol ed in the CrossCumulation negotiation process from the beginning. It is also desirable to de elop
agreed procedures for erification and audit of Cross-Cumulation pro isions if the
goal of achie ing predictability of the trade regime in order to stimulate expansion of
trade and in estment flows is achie ed.

6.2

Implementing Cross-Cumulation

The following points need to be considered in implementing Cross-Cumulation.


Public notification, awareness initiati es and training.



Training should focus and pre iously identified sectors and third-party ser ice
pro iders to domestic industry who import and export (logistics firms, freight
forwarders, customs brokers, trade associations).



Public awareness should include detailed Interpreti e Bulletins.



A grace period (in the absence of fraud and or gross negligence) for origin
erifications that in ol e Cross-Cumulation.



Determining, pro ing and certifying origin in a bi-lateral cumulation context
normally in ol es the importer re uesting origin documentation from the
exporter of a product origin data being retrie ed from the upstream supply
chain. These acti ities will become somewhat more complicated in a CrossCumulation scenario wherein a domestic producer might not be aware of how
or when his goods may be used in the manufacture of a product for export to
a third country. In light of these issues, consideration could be gi en to
helping domestic producers design systems to broadcast the origin
information relating to their exports through communicating with potential
suppliers or pro iding information in procurement notices through such means
as including origin re uirements in tender documents or pro iding information
on their website. This would allow any and all downstream users to better
exploit the Cross-Cumulation potential of imported inputs and thereby
promote domestic exports at the same time.

The pri ate sector through trade associations or industry bodies could facilitate the
de elopment of minimum origin data set re uirements such as: tariff classification of
inputs to make exported products; tariff classification of exported products; simple
description of the process the imported inputs went through in the process of
producing the exported goods and possibly some basic and confidential alue added
statements calculations. Minimum origin data sets could be established as a matter
or domestic policy and or negotiated with Cross-Cumulation partners. While
go ernments may be unable or unwilling to de elop such data sets, it is important to
note that pri ate companies and industry associations are de eloping more
sophisticated methods for tracing supply chains and pro enance.
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Often complaints are made that SMEs at different stages of the supply chain are
not aware of origin re uirements or how to document the originating content.

6.3

Certification of Cross-Cumulation

Cross-Cumulation should seek to a oid re uiring any new forms of origin certification
as all parties would continue to use the certification techni ues and procedures
established bilaterally.
Howe er, unlike diagonal cumulation, full Cross-Cumulation explicitly promotes the
cumulation not only of originating inputs and imports but also the originating content
found in non-originating inputs which are exported to partners in o erlapping FTAs.
One of the implications of this full cumulation situation is that a non-originating export
(that contains some origin content) may be shipped from country A to country B
without any origin certification and then this uncertified origin content may be used
in country B to produce an originating product for export to country C. How can the
customs authorities (or the importer purchaser for that matter) in county C become
satisfied that the imported goods actually originate under the Cross-Cumulation
regulations How can the authorities in country C perform origin erifications in
country A if the only origin declaration was between B and C
In one sense, these complications are already partially addressed within FTAs that
feature full cumulation such as the NAFTA. nder NAFTA Mexico might import a
product that is further processed in Mexico but not sufficiently to substantially
transform or originate the good at time of export to the nited States. Howe er,
under full cumulation conditions the S manufacture may use the originating content
of the Mexican import to produce an originating product for export to Canada and
can produce a certificate of origin to this effect. nder this NAFTA scenario, the
Canadian customs authorities can uestion and in estigate the certificate of origin.
This in estigation can and does include a re iew of the documentation used to
support the origin content from Mexico ust as the Canadian authorities would re iew
the information from all suppliers. When it is determined by the Canadian authorities
that the Mexican content information and documentation is unsatisfactory then origin
will be denied by Canada customs.
This approach differs from the current E treatment of cumulation in that there is no
prescribed Supplier s Declaration form and although Canadian erification teams
are allowed to isit the nited States to audit the S exporter s certificate of origin in
the abo e-mentioned NAFTA example, they do not ha e the authority to perform an
audit in Mexico to erify the origin content of the Mexican inputs. This is unfortunate
because in those instances where there is doubt about an origin content (or
originating product) claim by a third party and the customs authorities cannot perform
on site audits to satisfy their doubts then in most cases origin is simply denied.
Allowing customs erifications by the third party authorities in the country of the first
party in a Cross-Cumulation string (i.e. C performs erifications in A) might pro e
difficult to negotiate and expensi e to implement. A practical alternati e would be to
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ha e Cross-Cumulation partners agree that supplier s declarations (preferably with
standardi ed in oice wording as opposed to specified form) would be sub ect to
origin erification in the same fashion as would be a certification of origin. In that
way, if country C had doubts about the origin content of country A in country B s
certificate of origin, then C could ask B to in estigate A s origin content under the
procedures established under B s and A s existing FTA.
This problem would not arise under the Mutual Recognition approach to CrossCumulation. In that case the certificate of origin for the export
erification and audit need to be flexible to a oid imposing undue burdens on either
customs authorities or enterprises engaged in supply chains. One solution is to rely
upon the partner erification and audit process. Audit processes need to be
reasonable and a oid the presumption of guilt.
On occasion customs authorities take a deconstructionist approach to origin and
seek technical errors and discrepancies to disallow origin for products. To some
officials this is percei ed as doing their ob and is intended to collect go ernment
re enues or to respond to pressure from domestic interests. In other cases this
approach is a techni ue to extract bribes.
The key policy and practical point, is that Cross-Cumulation is likely to work if there
is a serious willingness to build flexibly on existing agreements and existing
processes and there are agreed and effecti e procedures for erification and audit.
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7.2

Technical Notes and Texts of Agreements and Regulations
CANADA – EFTA FREE TRADE AGREEMENT

Article 5
Tolerance
1. Notwithstanding paragraph 1 of Article 4 and except for a product of Chapter 50 through 63, a product
shall be considered as originating, where the value of all non-originating materials used in the production of
the product that do not undergo the applicable change in tariff classification or fulfil any other condition set
out in Appendix I, does not exceed 10 % of the transaction value or ex-works price of the product, provided
that:
(a) if the rule of Appendix I applicable to the product contains a percentage for the maximum value of nonoriginating materials, the value of such non-originating materials shall be included in calculating the value of
non-originating materials; and
(b) the product satisfies all other applicable requirements of this Annex.
Article 9
Accounting segregation of fungible materials
1. For the purposes of determining whether a product originates, when originating and non-originating
fungible materials are used in production, the determination of whether the materials used are
originating need not be made through physical separation and identification of any specific fungible
material, but may be determined on the basis of an inventory management system.

Cumulation: The Intra-PTA Basics
The basic premise behind all origin negotiations and legislation is that goods that are wholly
produced entirely in a country or that are substantially transformed according to the applicable rules
of origin are goods that are to be considered as originating. Cumulation allows parties to a PTA to
share production and thereby jointly satisfy the required rule of origin. In this sense cumulation
expands and facilitates this basic premise by explicitly allowing aggregate production in either PTA
country.
Naturally, cumulation (often referred to as accumulation in the North American sphere) comes in
different forms and formats depending on the exact nature and wording found within any particular
PTA. The following outlines some of the general types of accumulation complete with corresponding
definitions:
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Full Cumulation
Under most commonly accepted definitions, full cumulation (occasionally referred to as total
cumulation) allows all stages of the processing and transformation of a product to be considered as
qualifying regardless of where they occur within a PTA area. Simply stated, full cumulation only
demands that applicable origin requirements be satisfied within the preferential trade zone as a
whole as opposed to being satisfied within the territory of any particular preferential trade
agreement party. In this sense, full cumulation considers the parties of a PTA to be a single territory
and thereby allows the cumulation of production processes within a free trade zone and not just the
cumulation of originating goods between PTA members:
Article 21of the Canada – EFTA Free Trade Agreement
Accumulation
1. If a material that has undergone production in the territory of a Party without obtaining originating
status is used in the territory of another Party in the production of an originating product, the production
carried out in the territory of the first Party on that material may be taken into consideration in the territory
of the other Party with respect to the originating status of the product (emphasis added).
2. At the time of completion of an origin declaration for a product referred to in paragraph 1, the exporter
shall possess all documents provided with respect to the production carried out in the territory of another
Party on that material as part of the documents supporting the originating status of the product.
3. The documents with respect to the production carried out on a non-originating material, referred to in
paragraph 2, shall be completed in a legible and permanent form, signed or otherwise endorsed by the
producer and describe that material in sufficient detail to be identified.

Article 404: Accumulation (North American Free Trade Agreement – NAFTA)
a. For purposes of determining whether a good is an originating good, the production of the
good in the territory of one or more of the Parties by one or more producers shall, at the
choice of the exporter or producer of the good for which preferential tariff treatment is
claimed, be considered to have been performed in the territory of any of the Parties by that
exporter or producer, provided that:
i. all non-originating materials used in the production of the good undergo an
applicable tariff classification change set out in Annex 401, and the good satisfies
any applicable regional value-content requirement, entirely in the territory of one or
more of the Parties; and
ii. the good satisfies all other applicable requirements of this Chapter.
Example of Full Cumulation as found in the NAFTA Rules of Origin Regulations
Producer A, located in NAFTA country A imports non-originating cotton, carded or combed, of
heading 52.03 for use in the production of cotton yarn of heading 52.05. Because the change from
cotton, carded or combed, to cotton yarn is a change within the same chapter, the cotton does not
satisfy the applicable change in tariff classification for heading 52.05, which is a change from any
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other chapter, with certain exceptions. Therefore, the cotton yarn that Producer A produces from
non-originating cotton is a non-originatinggood.
Producer A then sells the non-originating cotton yarn to Producer B, also located in NAFTA country
A, who uses the cotton yarn in the production of woven fabric of cotton of heading 52.08. The
change from non-originating cotton yarn to woven fabric of cotton is insufficient to satisfy the
applicable change in tariff classification for heading 52.08, which is a change from any heading
outside headings 52.08 through 52.12, except from certain headings, under which various yarns,
including cotton yarn of heading 52.05, are classified. Therefore, the woven fabric of cotton that
Producer B produces from non-originating cotton yarn produced by Producer A is a non-originating
good.
However, under subsection 14(1), if Producer B chooses to accumulate the production of Producer A, the
production of Producer A would be considered to have been performed by Producer B. The rule for heading
52.08, under which the cotton fabric is classified, does not exclude a change from heading 52.03, under
which carded or combed cotton is classified. Therefore, under subsection 14(1), the change from carded or
combed cotton of heading 52.03 to the woven fabric of cotton of heading 52.08 would satisfy the applicable
change of tariff classification for heading 52.08. The woven fabric of cotton would be considered as an
originating good.

http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/PDF/SOR-94-14.pdf
Partial Cumulation
Partial cumulation allows parties to a PTA to aggregate production but, unlike full
cumulation described above, this can only be achieved with originating products or
materials that have already obtained originating status in accordance with the applicable
rules of origin within a PTA. In this sense, partial cumulation implies that goods originating in
the territory of one member of a PTA can be considered as originating in any other PTA
member(s) territory. Partial cumulation is likely the most common form of cumulation.
Example: A pullover of HS heading 61.10 is manufactured in country A by sewing together knitted fabrics
originating in country B. According to the free trade agreement between these two countries, the specific rule
of origin for pullover requires manufacturing from yarn in order that origin is conferred to the pullover. The
simple manufacturing process of sewing together knitted fabrics in country A would not confer origin and the
pullover would have to be considered as non-originating. Nonetheless, the pullover is considered to be
originating since it was manufactured with originating fabrics from country B following bilateral cumulation
provision in the free trade agreement.

http://www.wcoomd.org/origin/01_study/31_study_annex/31_cum_bil.pdf
Partial cumulation is often referred to as bilateral cumulation that occurs between two
countries. This can be slightly confusing in that “bilateral” cumulation between more than
two parties. Furthermore, it is also clearly a fact and a possibility that you can have full
cumulation in a bilateral PTA. The expression “bilateral cumulation” seems to confuse the
description of the type of PTA with the type cumulation that a PTA allows. For these
reasons it might be clearer if both criteria were used in describing different cumulation
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scenarios. For example: partial bilateral cumulation (originating materials can be
cumulated between the two parties of a PTA) or full bilateral cumulation (applicable
origin requirements must be satisfied within the preferential trade zone as a whole).
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7.3

List of FTAs Concluded by EFTA and Switzerland

List of Free Trade Agreements of Switzerland
State Secretariat for Economic Affairs
Free Trade Agreements / EFTA unit, 1 October 2012
Free Trade Agreements of Switzerland1
Europe

Status / comments

EFTA-Convention

Entry into force: 3 May 1960

European Community (EC)

Entry into force: 1 January 1973; bilateral CH-EC

Faeroe Islands

Entry into force: 1 March 1995; bilateral CHFaeroe

Macedonia

Entry into force: 1 May 2002

Croatia

Entry into force: 1 September 2002

Albania

Entry into force on 1 November 2010

Serbia

Entry into force on 1 October 2010

Ukraine

Entry into force on 1 June 2012

Montenegro

Entry into force on 1 September 2012

Customs union Russia -Belarus-In negotiations
Kazakhstan
Bosnia-Herzegovina

In negotiations

Mediterranean basin
Turkey

Entry into force: 1 April 1992

Israel

Entry into force: 1 July 1993

Palestinian Authority

Entry into force: 1 July 1999

Morocco

Entry into force: 1 December 1999

Jordan

Entry into force: 1 September 2002

Tunisia

Application since 1 June 2005 ; Entry into force:
1 June 2006

Lebanon

Entry into force: 1 January 2007

Egypt

Application since 1 August 2007. Entry into
force: 1 September 2008

Algeria

In negotiations

Worldwide
Mexico

Entry into force: 1 July 2001

Singapore

Entry into force: 1 January 2003

Chile

Entry into force: 1 December 2004

Republic of Korea

Entry into force: 1 September 2006

SACU2

Entry into force: 1 May 2008

Canada

Entry into force: 1 July 2009

Japan

Entry into force: 1 September 2009. Bilateral CHJapan

Colombia

Entry into force: 1 July 2011

Peru

Entry into force: 1 July 2011

Hong Kong
Cooperation

Entry into force: 1 October 2012
Council

for

theSigned: 22 June 2009, in ratification process on
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Arab States of the Gulf (GCC)3

the GCC side

Thailand

In negotiations

Indonesia

In negotiations

India

In negotiations

China

In negotiations, bilateral CH-China

Central American States4

In negotiations

Vietnam

In negotiations

The EFTA States have signed Declarations on cooperation with the following partners: the
MERCOSUR States (Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay), Mongolia, Mauritius, Malaysia,
Panama and Georgia.

1. Without indication, the agreements have been concluded within the framework of EFTA.
2. South African Custom Union: South Africa, Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia and Swaziland.
3. Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates.
4. Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras and Panama.
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7.4

Statistical Tables

Table 7.1: Western Hemisphere (WH) Group Trade in Chapter 90 Optical Photographic,
Cinematographic, Measuring, Checking, Precision, Medical or Surgical Instruments and
Apparatus; Parts and Accessories thereof
Note that Swiss exports for the input products or materials are at the global le el.
WH
Product

WH MFN

WH Exports

901839

0,3,7

4,994,327

Catheters, cannulae and the like

901890

0,3,6

, 29,727

Instruments and appliances used in
medical, surgical, dental or eterinary
sciences, including scintigraphic
apparatus, other electro-medical
apparatus and sight-testing
instruments.- Other instruments and
appliances

903289

0,4,11

4,443,134

Automatic regulating or controlling
instruments and apparatus.-- Other

CHE
Materials

WH MFN

CHE
Export

390 29

0,7,1

341, 69

390760

0,4,8

142,434

390799

0,4,1

428,288

381230

0, ,12

707,7 1

390690

0,6,10

1 9,939

392310

3,10,20

288,7 6

392329

0,7,20

1 9,379

401693

0,6,1

14 ,928

401699

1,6,14

243,92

491110

0,8,20

39, 02

722300

0,3,10

2 0,089

731829

0,6,1

698, 10

740721

0, ,10

104,281

8 0 11

0,3,10

137,6 7

901890

0,3,6

2,892,864

390799

0,4,1

428,288

73181

0, ,1

829,

732690

0,3,10

1,184,886

760120

0,2,6

111,688

8 0490

0,3,10

399,322

8 0 11

0,3,10

137,6 7

8 0 90

0,2,6

239, 99

8 2990

0,2,6

348,230

8 3090

0,3,10

120,0 0

8 3190

0,3,10

180, 87

8 3400

0,3,10

740,42

8 3641

0,3,10

27 ,829
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2

WH
Product

WH MFN

WH Exports

CHE
Materials

WH MFN

CHE
Export

8 36 0

0,2,8

1,088, 80

8 3690

0,3,11

1,2 1,626

8 3890

0,3,10

2,3 6,981

8 4110

0,2,6

131,127

8 4130

0,2,6

234,734

8 4449

1, ,1

9

901600

0,2,6

291,0 2

903090

0,2,6

112,243

903290

0,3,8

1 2,331

Notes: WH includes Canada, Mexico, Colombia, Peru, and Chile

.

Export data for 2007-2009, figures are 3-year totals in 000.
MFN Tariffs (Minimum, A erage, Maximum) based on 2010 figures. Specific tariffs omitted.
WH Exports only include products with
CHE Materials only include products with

600M year (2B o er 3 years)
30M ear (100M o er 3 years)
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,009

Table 7.2: Chapter 84 Trade in the Western Hemisphere Block of Nuclear Reactors, Boilers,
Machinery and Mechanical Appliances; Parts thereof Trade in the Western Hemisphere Group
and Swiss Global Exports of Inputs
WH
Product

WH MFN

840734

0,3,10

WH Exports

WH
MFN

11,084,3

721113

0,4,10

199,947

721310

0, ,1

162,792

721320

0,4,10

268,441

721399

0,3,7

118,72

721499

0,3,7

2 6,694

721 10

0,3,7

249,282

722220

0,1,6

274,163

722790

0,3,6

12 ,0 2

722830

0,3,10

139,027

730630

0,4,10

907,3 9

730640

0,3,10

168,406

391990

0,7,20

294,332

Spark-ignition reciprocating or rotary
internal combustion piston engines.-- Of
a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,000 cc

840991

0,3,10

CHE
Export

CHE
Materials
(HS Code)

6,781,1 8

Parts suitable for use solely or principally
with the engines of heading 84.07 or
84.08.-- Suitable for use solely or
principally with spark-ignition internal
combustion piston engines

82

$ 000

680422

0,4,1

208,867

721113

0,4,10

199,947

721310

0, ,1

162,792

721320

0,4,10

268,441

721399

0,3,7

118,72

721499

0,3,7

2 6,694

721 10

0,3,7

249,282

722220

0,1,6

274,163

722790

0,3,6

12 ,0 2

722830

0,3,10

139,027

730630

0,4,10

907,3 9

730640

0,3,10

168,406

73181

0, ,1

829,

732 10

0, ,1

121,162

740721

0, ,10

104,281

820770

0,2,6

321,998

820900

0,4,1

213,921

846693

0,2,6

1,482,046

2

WH
Product

WH MFN

840999

0,2,6

WH Exports

CHE
Materials
(HS Code)

WH
MFN

3, 38,380

721113

0,4,10

Parts suitable for use solely or principally
with the engines of heading 84.07 or
84.08-- Other

841480

0,4,13

2,038,301

Air or acuum pumps, air or other gas
compressors and fans; entilating or
recycling hoods incorporating a fan,
whether or not fitted with filters.- Other

841 90

0,3,10

2,373,739

CHE
Export
$ 000
199,947

721310

0, ,1

162,792

721320

0,4,10

268,441

721399

0,3,7

118,72

721499

0,3,7

2 6,694

721 10

0,3,7

249,282

722220

0,1,6

274,163

722790

0,3,6

12 ,0 2

722830

0,3,10

139,027

730630

0,4,10

907,3 9

730640

0,3,10

168,406
199,947

721113

0,4,10

721310

0, ,1

162,792

721320

0,4,10

268,441

721399

0,3,7

118,72

721499

0,3,7

2 6,694

721 10

0,3,7

249,282

722220

0,1,6

274,163

722790

0,3,6

12 ,0 2

722830

0,3,10

139,027

730630

0,4,10

907,3 9

730640

0,3,10

168,406

392329

0,7,20

1 9,379

Air conditioning machines, comprising a
motor-dri en fan and elements for
changing the temperature and humidity,
including those machines in which the
humidity
cannot
be
separately
regulated.- Parts

760711

0,4,10

103,748

841810

320890

0,6,1

319,49

4,12,20

4,211,46

- Combined refrigerator-free ers, fitted
with separate external doors

83

3909 0

0,7,1

689,288

721113

0,4,10

199,947

721310

0, ,1

162,792

721320

0,4,10

268,441

WH
Product

WH MFN

WH Exports

84

CHE
Export

CHE
Materials
(HS Code)

WH
MFN

721399

0,3,7

118,72

721499

0,3,7

2 6,694

721 10

0,3,7

249,282

722220

0,1,6

274,163

722790

0,3,6

12 ,0 2

722830

0,3,10

139,027

730630

0,4,10

907,3 9

730640

0,3,10

168,406

8 0110

0,2,7

1,972,1 2

8 0131

0,3,6

219,932

8 01 2

0,3,10

199,69

8 0422

0, ,1

267,449

8 0434

0, ,1

260,66

8 04 0

0,3,12

130,40

8 0490

0,3,10

399,322

8 0610

0, ,10

276,6 3

8 06 0

0,4,9

141, 32

8 0780

0,6,1

176,2 9

8 3 21

0,4,1

13 ,7 0

8 3 30

0,4,1

1,768,07

8 3 90

0,3,10

43 ,476

8 3620

0,4,1

123,10

8 3641

0,3,10

27 ,829

8 3649

0,3,11

246,968

8 36 0

0,2,8

1,088, 80

8 3669

0,4,1

1,436,68

8 3690

0,3,11

1,2 1,626

8 3710

0, ,1

1, 84,406

8 3810

0,4,1

104, 18

8 3890

0,3,10

2,3 6,981

8 4449

1, ,1

9

903210

0,2,6

179,720

$ 000

,009

WH
Product

WH MFN

842139

0,4,11

WH Exports

CHE
Materials
(HS Code)

WH
MFN

3,904,066

320990

0,7,1

- Filtering or purifying machinery and
apparatus for gases :-- Other

843143

0,3,10

3,366,471

-- Parts for boring or sinking machinery
of subheading 8430.41 or 8430.49

843149

0,2,6

2,430,461

Parts suitable for use solely or principally
with Of machinery of heading 84.26,
84.29 or 84.30:-- Other
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CHE
Export
$ 000
113, 7

73181

0, ,1

829,

760120

0,2,6

111,688

2

760200

0,2,6

842139

0,4,11

842199

0,3,12

41,006

848110

0,6,1

101,170

848180

0,4,13

1,4 8, 47

902620

0, ,1

638,362

903290

0,3,8

1 2,331

721113

0,4,10

199,947

721310

0, ,1

162,792

721320

0,4,10

268,441

721399

0,3,7

118,72

721499

0,3,7

2 6,694

721 10

0,3,7

249,282

722220

0,1,6

274,163

722790

0,3,6

12 ,0 2

722830

0,3,10

139,027

730630

0,4,10

907,3 9

730640

0,3,10

168,406

320890

0,6,1

319,49

4 ,0 8
182,04

721113

0,4,10

199,947

721310

0, ,1

162,792

721320

0,4,10

268,441

721399

0,3,7

118,72

721499

0,3,7

2 6,694

721 10

0,3,7

249,282

722220

0,1,6

274,163

722790

0,3,6

12 ,0 2

722830

0,3,10

139,027

730630

0,4,10

907,3 9

WH
Product

847130

WH MFN

WH
MFN

730640

0,3,10

CHE
Export
$ 000
168,406

2,222,4 3

847160

0,2,6

11 ,108

- Portable automatic data processing
machines, weighing not more than 10
kg, consisting of a least a central
processing unit, a keyboard and a
display

847170

0,2,6

142,232

847180

0,2,6

1

8 0490

0,3,10

399,322

8 0 11

0,3,10

137,6 7

8 0 90

0,2,6

239, 99

8 2990

0,2,6

348,230

8 3090

0,3,10

120,0 0

8 3190

0,3,10

180, 87

8 36 0

0,2,8

1,088, 80

901600

0,2,6

291,0 2

903090

0,2,6

112,243

903290

0,3,8

1 2,331

847141

0,2,6

WH Exports

CHE
Materials
(HS Code)

0,2,6

3,101,966

- Other automatic data processing
machines:-- Comprising in the same
housing at least a central processing unit
and an input and output unit, whether or
not combined

847149

0,2,6

,29 ,378

- Other automatic data processing
machines:-- Other, presented in the form
of systems
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,81

847160

0,2,6

11 ,108

847170

0,2,6

142,232

847180

0,2,6

1

8 0490

0,3,10

399,322

8 0 11

0,3,10

137,6 7

8 0 90

0,2,6

239, 99

8 2990

0,2,6

348,230

8 3090

0,3,10

120,0 0

8 3190

0,3,10

180, 87

8 36 0

0,2,8

1,088, 80

901600

0,2,6

291,0 2

903090

0,2,6

112,243

903290

0,3,8

1 2,331

847160

0,2,6

11 ,108

,81

847170

0,2,6

142,232

847180

0,2,6

1

8 0490

0,3,10

399,322

8 0 11

0,3,10

137,6 7

,81

WH
Product

8471 0

WH MFN

0,2,6

WH Exports

8,740,466

- Processing units other than those of
sub-heading 8471.41 or 8471.49,
whether or not containing in the same
housing one or two of the following types
of unit: storage units, input units, output
units

CHE
Export

CHE
Materials
(HS Code)

WH
MFN

8 0 90

0,2,6

239, 99

8 2990

0,2,6

348,230

8 3090

0,3,10

120,0 0

8 3190

0,3,10

180, 87

8 36 0

0,2,8

1,088, 80

901600

0,2,6

291,0 2

903090

0,2,6

112,243

903290

0,3,8

1 2,331

847160

0,2,6

11 ,108

847170

0,2,6

142,232

847180

0,2,6

1

8 0490

0,3,10

399,322

8 0 11

0,3,10

137,6 7

8 0 90

0,2,6

239, 99

8 2990

0,2,6

348,230

8 3090

0,3,10

120,0 0

$ 000

,81

8 3190

0,3,10

180, 87

8 36 0

0,2,8

1,088, 80

901600

0,2,6

291,0 2

903090

0,2,6

112,243

903290

0,3,8

1 2,331

2,6 4, 30

847160

0,2,6

11 ,108

- Input or output units, whether or not
containing storage units in the same
housing

847170

0,2,6

142,232

847180

0,2,6

1

8 0490

0,3,10

399,322

8 0 11

0,3,10

137,6 7

8 0 90

0,2,6

239, 99

8 2990

0,2,6

348,230

8 3090

0,3,10

120,0 0

8 3190

0,3,10

180, 87

8 36 0

0,2,8

1,088, 80

901600

0,2,6

291,0 2

847160

0,2,6

87

,81

WH
Product

847989

WH MFN

0,4,8

WH Exports

3,041,401

- Other machines and mechanical
appliances:-- Other

848071

0,2,6

2,080,626

- Moulds for rubber or plastics:-In ection or compression types

848180

0,4,13

,0 1,80

- Other appliances
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CHE
Export

CHE
Materials
(HS Code)

WH
MFN

903090

0,2,6

112,243

903290

0,3,8

1 2,331

721113

0,4,10

199,947

721310

0, ,1

162,792

721320

0,4,10

268,441

721399

0,3,7

118,72

721499

0,3,7

2 6,694

721 10

0,3,7

249,282

722220

0,1,6

274,163

722790

0,3,6

12 ,0 2

722830

0,3,10

139,027

730630

0,4,10

907,3 9

730640

0,3,10

168,406

720711

0,2,6

147,880

$ 000

721113

0,4,10

199,947

721310

0, ,1

162,792

721320

0,4,10

268,441

721399

0,3,7

118,72

721499

0,3,7

2 6,694

721 10

0,3,7

249,282

722220

0,1,6

274,163

722790

0,3,6

12 ,0 2

722830

0,3,10

139,027

730630

0,4,10

907,3 9

730640

0,3,10

168,406

73181

0, ,1

829,

740710

0, ,10

197,6 6

740729

0, ,10

107,693

847790

0,3,10

644,796

320411

0,3,10

131,988

320417

0, ,10

99 ,733

320810

6,9,1

117,902

2

WH
Product

WH MFN

WH Exports
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CHE
Export

CHE
Materials
(HS Code)

WH
MFN

320890

0,6,1

319,49

321000

0,6,1

134,4 1

340399

0,7,1

1 1,290

390 29

0,7,1

341, 69

390690

0,6,10

1 9,939

390730

0,6,1

834,044

390760

0,4,8

142,434

390799

0,4,1

428,288

3909 0

0,7,1

689,288

391739

0, ,20

267,20

391910

0,7,20

17 ,6 0

391990

0,7,20

294,332

392329

0,7,20

1 9,379

401693

0,6,1

14 ,928

401699

1,6,14

243,92

721113

0,4,10

199,947

721310

0, ,1

162,792

721320

0,4,10

268,441

721399

0,3,7

118,72

721499

0,3,7

2 6,694

721 10

0,3,7

249,282

722220

0,1,6

274,163

722300

0,3,10

2 0,089

722790

0,3,6

12 ,0 2

722830

0,3,10

139,027

730630

0,4,10

907,3 9

730640

0,3,10

168,406

730729

0,4,1

1 6,127

731814

0,6,1

3 6,877

73181

0, ,1

829,

731819

0,6,1

4 7,037

732020

0,6,1

1 9,61

$ 000

2

WH
Product

WH MFN

WH Exports

CHE
Export

CHE
Materials
(HS Code)

WH
MFN

732 10

0, ,1

732619

0,4,1

14 ,370

732690

0,3,10

1,184,886

740721

0, ,10

104,281

740729

0, ,10

107,693

741999

1,4,8

24 ,609

760120

0,2,6

111,688

760200

0,2,6

4 ,0 8

848190

0,2,7

72 ,870

848210

0,2,6

239,168

$ 000
121,162

Export data for 2007-2009, figures are 3-year totals in 000.
MFN Tariffs (Minimum, A erage, Maximum) based on 2010 figures. Specific tariffs omitted.
WH Exports only include products with
CHE Materials only include products with

600M year (2B o er 3 years)
30M ear (100M o er 3 years)
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7.5

Abbreviations and Acronyms

ACP:
ASEAN:
CAP:
CF:
CHE:
CGE:
CS:
CSD:
C :
DCs:
DDA:
DGs:
DOTS:
EBA:
EC:
EFTA:
EIAs:
EPAs:
E :
E -1 :
E -2 :
E -27:
FDI:
FTA:
GATS:
GATT:
GATT 1947:
GATT 1994:
GDP:
GSP:
HS:
IMF:
IPR:
I :
ISO:
DCs:
MFN:
MNCs:
NGOs:
NAFTA:
NTB:
NTM:

Africa Caribbean and Pacific countries
Association of South East Asian Nations
Common Agricultural Policy (of the European nion)
Control Function
ISO Country Code for Swit erland
Computable General E uilibrium
Ci il society
Commission on Sustainable De elopment
Customs nion
De eloping Countries
Doha De elopment Agenda
Directorate Generals of the European Commission
Direction of Trade Statistics
E erything But Arms
European Commission
European Free Trade Association
Economic Integration Agreements
Economic Partnership Agreements
European nion
European nion Member States prior to 2004
European nion Member States prior to 2007
European nion Member States since 2007
Foreign Direct In estment
Free Trade Area
General Agreement on Trade in Ser ices
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (from 1947 until 1994)
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (from 1994)
Gross Domestic Product
Generali ed System of Preferences
Harmoni ed System
International Monetary Fund
Intellectual Property Rights
Instrumental ariables
Greek letter denoting the International Standards Organi ation
east De eloped Countries
Most Fa oured Nation
Multinational Corporations
Non-Go ernmental Organi ations
North America Free Trade Agreement
Non-Tariff Barriers
Non-Tariff Measures
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OECD:
OP s:
PECS:
PTA:
R D:
ROO:
RTA:
RTR:
SECO:
SIC:
SITC:
SMEs:
SPS:
TOR:
TRIPS:
WB:
WH:
WTO:

Organi ation for Economic Co-operation and De elopment
Outward processing ones
Pan European Cumulation System
Preferential Trade Agreement
Research and De elopment
Rules of Origin
Regional Trade Agreement
Reciprocal Tariff Reductions
State Secretariat for Economic Affairs
Standard Industrial Classification
Standard International Trade Classification
Small and Medium Enterprises
Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures
Terms of Reference
Trade-Related aspects of Intellectual Property rights
World Bank
Western Hemisphere
World Trade Organi ation
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7.6

Glossary of Key Terms

DIAGONAL CUMULATION
The system of diagonal cumulation (the use of inputs which are originating in the
other partner countries entities of the pan-European cumulation system (E , EFTA
and Turkey) as originating input of the manufacturing country) according to the free
trade agreement concluded between these countries entity is gradually being
expanded to the countries participating in the Euro-Mediterranean partnership (the
Faeroe Islands1, the Mediterranean countries Algeria, Egypt, Israel, ordan,
ebanon, Morocco, Syria, Tunisia and the Palestinian Authority of the West Bank
and Ga a Strip).
Diagonal cumulation is possible under the following preconditions:


There must be free trade agreements between all countries participating in
the ac uisition of originating status of the final product and of the country of
destination;



The Euro-Med Origin protocol must be applicable by all those countries;



The application of diagonal cumulation between the countries entity in ol ed
are published (publication in the Official ournal of the European nion (C
series) and the partner countries according to their own procedures).

The use of input materials from a country which does not apply the Euro-Med Origin
protocol is considered to be non-originating in the context of the Euro-Med
cumulation system. Diagonal cumulation may only be applied between those
countries entities which ha e already concluded free trade agreements between
each other and ha e implemented the Euro-Med origin protocol (identical rules of
origin). This means that the Euro-Med cumulation network will gradually be extended
with the application of diagonal cumulation between a limited number of countries
e en before all free trade agreements with identical Euro-Med origin protocols will be
operational ( ariable geometry).
In order to trace back the different origin of the input materials used, a specific proof
of origin was created, the Euro-Med origin. The pan-European origin used for
diagonal cumulation purposes with the E R.1 certificates continues to be applied for
the trade between EC, EFTA and Turkey.
FULL CUMULATION
Full cumulation gi es the possibility to aggregate different origin conferring
manufacturing stages or production processes done in different parties of a free
trade one. The European Economic Area (EEA Agreement) pro ides ground for full
cumulation between its Contracting Parties allowing the three EFTA countries
Iceland, Norway and iechtenstein (except Swit erland) to participate in the single
93

European market. Full cumulation was also established between some
Mediterranean countries and the EC or EFTA States. Despite the accession of the
Mediterranean countries to the diagonal cumulation system within the Euro-Med
framework, some Mediterranean countries keep the concept of full cumulation in
their bilateral trade relations with the EC and EFTA.
nder full accumulation cumulation all stages of processing or transformation of a
product within a free trade one can be counted as ualifying operation in the
manufacturing of an originating good, regardless of whether the processing is
sufficient to confer originating status to the materials themsel es. This means that all
operations carried out in the participating countries of a free trade one are taken
into account for origin determination purposes. While bilateral and diagonal
accumulation cumulation re uire that only originating goods can be considered as
input for accumulation cumulation purposes in another partner country, this is not
the case with full accumulation cumulation. Full cumulation simply demands that
the origin requirements are fulfilled within the preferential trade zone as a
whole (i.e. the area of all participating countries is considered as one area for origin
determination). Full accumulation cumulation makes it possible that a product
originating in a third country and ha ing undergoing successi e working and
processing which is insufficient in se eral countries of the same preferential one to
ac uire the status of an originating product pro ided all this working together
constitutes a sufficient transformation.
Full accumulation cumulation allows for greater fragmentation of the production
process than the more commonly used bilateral and diagonal accumulation
cumulation and hence is less restricti e since all content is counted, but it can be
more costly to document and to erifiy.
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In der Reihe „Grundlagen der Wirtschaftspolitik“ des Staatssekretariats für Wirtschaft
sind bislang erschienen:
1
2
3D
3F
4
5
6
7
8D
8F
9D
9F
10D
10F
11D
11F
12D
12F
13D
13F
14D
14F
15D
15F
16
17
18
19
20
21

Gächter T.(2000): Vereinfachte Abrechnung der Sozialversicherungsbeiträge in Privathaushalten und KMU
Glowka L. (2001): Towards a Certification System for Bioprospecting Activities
Eidg. Volkswirtschaftsdepartement (2002): Der Wachstumsbericht
Département fédéral de l’économie (2002): Le rapport sur la croissance
State Secretariat for Economic Affairs (Editor) (2002): Economic growth and sustainable
development: trade-off or win-win-win situation?
Gerfin M. u.a. (2002): Steuergutschriften, Mindestlöhne und Armut unter den Erwerbstätigen
in der Schweiz
Leistungsbereich „Wirtschaftspolitische Grundlagen“ des seco: Hintergrundstudien
zum Wachstumsbericht des Eidg. Volkswirtschaftsdepartements (Band 1)
Domaine de prestation “Analyses et politique économique“ du seco: Etudes complémentaires
au rapport sur la croissance du Département fédéral de l’économie (volume 2)
Interdepartementale Arbeitsgruppe « Wachstum » : Massnahmen für eine wachstumsorientierte Wirtschaftspolitik
Groupe interdépartemental de travail „croissance“: Mesures pour une politique économique
de croissance
Interdepartementale Arbeitsgruppe „Wachstum“. Das Wachstumspaket des Bundesrates:
Detaillierte Beschreibung und Stand der Umsetzung Ende 2004
Groupe de travail interdépartemental „Croissance“. Le train de mesures du Conseil fédéral
en faveur de la croissance : description détaillée et mise en œuvre fin 2004
Strategische Ausrichtung der schweizerischen Aussenwirtschaftspolitik (2005)
Orientation stratégique de la politique économique extérieure de la Suisse (2005)
Bewilligungspflichten des Bundesrechts bei wirtschaftlichen Betätigungen : heutiger Stand
und Entwicklung 1998 - 2004
Les procédures d'autorisation du droit fédéral s'appliquant aux activités économiques: état
actuel et évolution 1998 - 2004
Staatssekretariat für Wirtschaft (2005): Bericht zur Dienstleistungsliberalisierung in der
Schweiz im Vergleich zur EU
Secrétariat d'Etat à l'économie (2005): Rapport comparatif sur la libéralisation des services
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